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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

As of midnight November 15, 2021, Austria began yet another nationwide lockdown, ostensibly to

rein in rising COVID cases.  What makes this lockdown unique is that it only applies to residents

aged 12 and older who have declined the experimental COVID jab. An exception is made for

unvaccinated individuals who have “recently recovered from COVID-19.”

They’re only permitted to exit their front door for “essential” work, “essential” shopping (such as

food), quick exercise and getting vaccinated. All other outdoor leisure activities are forbidden. The

lockdown will reportedly affect an estimated 2 million of the 8.9 million residents.

Random spot-checks are prescribed to make sure no healthy unvaccinated people are roaming the

streets, and Tnes for breaking the lockdown order can run as high as €1,450 (approximately

$1,640).

Just two days earlier, it had been suggested the lockdown would only affect the northern portion of

Austria and Salzburg,  but that quickly changed to include the whole country. It’s hard to see this

action as anything but punishment for refusal to be a medical guinea pig, considering Chancellor

Alexander Schallenberg referred to the country’s 65% COVID jab rate as “shamefully low.”

How Do Austrians Feel About It?

On the Trst day of Austria’s quarantine of the unvaxxed, Freddie Sayers of Unherd.com took to the

streets to Tnd out how Austrians feel about it. He writes:

“What strikes me most is the class in1ection to the whole thing. We started this morning on

one of the fancier shopping streets in the old town, full of Rolex and Karl Lagerfeld stores

in which well-heeled locals lined up to express their support for the lockdown. There is very

little sympathy for a truculent minority that is seen as ‘stupid’ and ‘having brought it on

themselves.’

On the same street, however, if you approach the people wearing 1uorescent vests,

guarding the stores and making deliveries, you tend to get a different response. They are

more reluctant to speak to us, but decidedly less supportive. ‘It is bullshit,’ was one man’s

pithy response.

Questions about the practical eHcacy of such a measure don’t seem to be of much

interest. When I ask people if they know that vaccinated people can also contract and

transmit COVID, they tend to brush it aside as a minor detail.

Not a single person we have spoken of so far referred to the likely practical outcome of this

new policy — it is simply a hardening of the vaccine passport policy that so far has

evidently failed to contain the latest wave of infections ...

I can’t escape the sense that the motivation is at least partly punitive. They don’t

understand people who are not taking the vaccine, they don’t like them, and they are

slightly afraid of them — so the simplest thing is to remove them from society altogether.”

Totalitarians Are Ignoring the Will of the People

It’s interesting to note that this latest round of lockdowns comes despite persistent, ongoing public

protests. In fact, some areas of Europe have regularly held mass protests for well over a year, yet

government leaders are batly ignoring the will of the people and mainstream media refuse to report

on these gatherings.

And, as the failures of the COVID shots are becoming increasingly evident, public demonstrations

against mandates and lockdowns are gaining speed. As reported by The Vaccine Reaction,  Vienna,

Amsterdam, The Hague, Rome, Brussels, Rotterdam and other European cities all held mass

protests the weekend of November 19 and 20, 2021. Some of these cities are among the most

highly vaccinated in Europe. The Vaccine Reaction reports:

“Nov. 19, 2021, the Austrian government announced a new 10-20 day nationwide lockdown

... The government also became the Trst E.U. country to institute mandatory vaccination,

giving citizens a Feb. 1, 2022 deadline to get vaccinated.

The next day, tens of thousands of Austrians took to the streets whistling, blowing horns

and banging drums in Vienna. Waving Austrian 1ags, chanting ‘Resistance’ and holding

signs that proclaimed ‘no to vaccination’ and ‘enough is enough’ and ‘down with the fascist

dictatorship,’ they marched to Heroes’ Square in front of the former Hofburg Palace in

central Vienna.

There was another big rally on Nov. 27 in Graz, Sankt Poelten and Klagenfurt. This time

they chanted ‘Peace, freedom, no dictatorship’ ...

[T]he leader of Austria’s populist FPO party Herbert Kickl branded the government’s

mandatory vaccination announcement as ‘unconstitutional’ and said ‘Austria is now a

dictatorship.’ He called on the nation’s high court to intervene and block ‘totalitarian’

measures by a government ‘that believes it should think and decide for us.’ He said:

‘... In almost two years, the government has not been able to develop effective strategies to

protect the people. Instead it has set up new harassment week after week to curtail healthy

people in their basic rights bit by bit. And now we have reached a level with compulsory

vaccination that nobody actually thought was possible. We cannot and must not put up

with that.’”

Europeans Demand Freedom

Several other European countries are also in turmoil, as their governments ignore the people’s

demand for freedom. Germany, which is also reporting a new spike in cases, is reportedly preparing

a law to make people work from home again unless they have a “compelling professional reason” to

be in the oece, in which case they must prove they’ve gotten the COVID jab or show a negative PCR

test.

In Belgium, which has a 76% COVID jab rate, government oecials have reinforced its COVID

restrictions, triggering a protest of at least 35,000 people in central Brussels. People were shouting

“Freedom! Freedom! Freedom!” and singing “Bella Ciao,” an anti-fascist song.

The rally remained peaceful until the very end, when a small number of people clashed with police,

who brought out tear gas and water cannons. Forty-two protestors were detained; two were

arrested.

Violence also erupted in the Netherlands during an anti-lockdown protest. November 12, 2021,

government placed limits on the number of people allowed in each home. Bars, restaurants, cafes

and supermarkets all faced a mandatory 8 p.m. closure and “nonessential” shops had to close at 6

p.m. They also canceled a number of public events. According to The Vaccine Reaction:

“Nov. 19, seven people were injured when Dutch police used water cannons and Tred on

anti-lockdown protesters throwing rocks and Treworks, wounding two and arresting 20

people during a demonstration in one of Rotterdam’s main shopping areas.

Riot police carrying shields and batons and oHcers on horseback and in police vans

patrolled the streets after the confrontation that left at least one police car burned out and

dozens of bicycles destroyed.”

People are also Tghting for freedom in Italy, where thousands gathered in the Circus Maximus in

Rome, November 20, 2021, to protest the Green Pass requirement. One demonstrator carried a

banner that said, “People like us never give up.”

Australia, where some of the most mind-boggling overreaches have occurred in recent weeks, is

also Tghting back. November 27, 2021, Millions March against Mandatory Vaccination organized

protests in 30 cities, including Sydney and Melbourne, where thousands gathered. Here, protesters

bore signs saying “Never lock down again,” and “Less government, more freedom.”

CDC’s Unconstitutional Quarantine Powers

Around the world, we’re seeing ever-more tyrannical infringement on basic human rights and

freedoms, and while the Supreme Court recently paused president Biden’s vaccine mandate for

businesses with 100 employees or more, pending judicial review,  Americans are not out of the

woods yet.

As reported in a New York Times op-ed back in January 2017,  there’s reason to be concerned

about the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s authority to quarantine Americans at will. At

that time, we didn’t know how that power might be used. Today, you don’t need a very vivid

imagination to see how that 2017 regulation might be pulled out as a fail-safe if the mandates fall

through. As reported by the NYT at the time:

“The rules outline for the Trst time how the federal government can restrict interstate travel

during a health crisis, and they establish in-house oversight of whether someone should be

detained, without providing a clear and direct path to challenge a quarantine order in

federal court.

State and local authorities had previously been the ones to usually deal with issues like this

during epidemics ... It’s imperative that whenever the next outbreak hits, emergency health

measures are grounded in scientiTc evidence and guided by clear, fair rules to protect

people from wrongful deprivation of their liberties ...

Prompt judicial review has always been important during epidemic scares. People can

usually challenge a state’s order of quarantine immediately. Indeed, in several states, the

government has to get a judge’s approval before quarantining someone.

Unfortunately, the new rules give the C.D.C. signiTcant in-house oversight of the decision to

quarantine, with up to three layers of internal agency review. This internal review has no

explicit time limit and could easily stretch on for weeks while a healthy person languishes

in quarantine.

And since federal courts often wait until an agency has completed its internal process

before it will consider hearing an appeal, we won’t know until the next crisis hits whether a

federal judge will agree to hear a petition from someone detained before the C.D.C. review

is completed. In addition, the C.D.C. now has clear legal authority to take over the

quarantine role from states in many cases, and to restrict interstate travel.”

Fast-forward to the end of October 2021, and CDC director Rochelle Walensky is now on record

saying “there’s a plan” to provide unvaccinated workers with “education and counseling,”  which

sounds an awful lot like sticking people in FEMA reeducation camps. So, the CDC’s quarantine

powers may be used yet.

The Founding Father of Lockdowns

In a mid-November 2021 article for Brownstone,  Jeffrey Tucker reviews how the idea of

nationwide lockdowns in response to an infectious pandemic was born, and whose mind it came

from.

The plan to quarantine people in their homes and shutter private businesses as a form of pandemic

response was invented by a Dr. Rajeev Venkayya, president of the Global Vaccine Business Unit at

Takeda Pharmaceuticals and a former head of pandemic policy for the Gates Foundation.

“ As with almost every revolution in history, a
small minority of crazy people with a cause
prevailed over the humane rationality of
multitudes ... The task now is to rebuild a civilized
life that is no longer so fragile as to allow insane
people to lay waste to all that humanity has worked
so hard to build. ~ Jeffrey Tucker”

In his book, “The Premonition,” Michael Lewis identiTes Venkayya as the proverbial “father of

lockdowns.” In 2005, Venkayya led a bioterrorism study group under then-president George W.

Bush, who reportedly demanded a “whole-of-society plan” for dealing with pandemic threats.

Bush wanted something that would encompass borders, travel and commerce, not just the

conventional threat assessment, distribution of therapeutics and vaccine development. Venkayya’s

answer was wholesale lockdowns. But the basis for this idea is questionable at best.

An Idea Devoid of Science

Tucker explains:

“Dr. Venkayya began to Tsh around for people who could come up with the domestic

equivalent of Operation Desert Storm to deal with a new virus. He found no serious

epidemiologists to help. They were too smart to buy into it.

He eventually bumped into the real lockdown innovator working at Sandia National

Laboratories in New Mexico. His name was Robert Glass, a computer scientist with no

medical training, much less knowledge, about viruses. Glass, in turn, was inspired by a

science fair project that his 14-year-old daughter was working on.

She theorized (like the cooties game from grade school) that if school kids could space

themselves out more or even not be at school at all, they would stop making each other

sick.

Glass ran with the idea and banged out a model of disease control based on stay-at-home

orders, travel restrictions, business closures, and forced human separation. Crazy, right?

No one in public health agreed with him but like any classic crank, this convinced Glass

even more ...

Glass imagined himself to be smarter than 100 years of experience in public health. One

guy with a fancy computer would solve everything! Well, he managed to convince some

people, including another person hanging around the White House named Carter Mecher,

who became Glass’s apostle.

Please consider the following quotation from Dr. Mecher in Lewis’s book: ‘If you got

everyone and locked each of them in their own room and didn’t let them talk to anyone, you

would not have any disease.’

At last, an intellectual has a plan to abolish disease — and human life as we know it too! As

preposterous and terrifying as this is — a whole society not only in jail but solitary

conTnement — it sums up the whole of Mecher’s view of disease.

It’s also completely wrong. Pathogens are part of our world; they are not generated by

human contact. We pass them onto each other as the price for civilization, but we also

evolved immune systems to deal with them. That’s 9th-grade biology, but Mecher didn’t

have a clue.”

Hell Unleashed

March 12, 2020, Venkayya’s now 15-year-old plan was put into practice and schools across the U.S.

were shut down even though there wasn’t a shred of evidence to suggest educational facilities were

hotbeds of viral spread. Indeed, actual science suggested the opposite, that children were not good

carriers of infection and didn’t pose a serious threat to adults.

None of that mattered though. The models of Glass and Mecher suggested school closures would

cut transmission rates by 80%. As noted by Tucker, what we’re seeing “is not science but

ideological fanaticism in play.” He continues:

“As with almost every revolution in history, a small minority of crazy people with a cause

prevailed over the humane rationality of multitudes. When people catch on, the Tres of

vengeance will burn very hot. The task now is to rebuild a civilized life that is no longer so

fragile as to allow insane people to lay waste to all that humanity has worked so hard to

build.”

I couldn’t agree more. At the same time, we must also recognize the prevailing psychological

underpinnings of society at large that empowered this minority to step in and attempt to crush us.

Psychological Conditions That Allow for Totalitarianism

As explained by psychology professor Mattias Desmet in the interview above, the reason so many

have bought into what are clearly illogical pandemic measures is because enough of us were

psychologically weakened to begin with.

This in turn allowed for a psychological condition known as “mass formation” to occur. It can be

likened to a form of mass hypnosis, as it eliminates people’s critical thinking ability en masse. This

also just so happens to be a prerequisite for totalitarianism. Four base conditions must be met by a

large portion of society in order for mass formation to occur:

1. Lack of social bonding — Social isolation was a widespread problem long before the

pandemic. In one survey, 25% of respondents said they didn’t have a single close friend.

2. Seeing life as meaningless and purposeless — Desmet cites research showing that half of all

adults feel their jobs are completely meaningless, providing no value to either themselves or

others.

In another poll, done in 2012, 63% of respondents said they were “sleepwalking” through their

workdays, putting no passion into their work whatsoever. So, condition No. 2 for mass

formation hypnosis was also fulTlled, even before the pandemic hit.

3. Widespread free-boating anxiety and free-boating discontent — Free-boating anxiety refers to

anxiety that has no apparent or distinct cause. Judging by the popularity of antidepressants

and other psychiatric drugs, condition No. 3 was also fulTlled long before the pandemic.

4. Widespread free-boating frustration and aggression — This tends to naturally follow the

previous three. Here, again, the frustration and aggression have no discernible cause.

Mass Formation Gives Rise to Totalitarianism

When these four conditions are fulTlled by a large enough portion of society, they are ripe for mass

formation hypnosis — and the rise of totalitarianism. All that’s needed is a story in which the cause

of the anxiety is identiTed, while simultaneously providing a strategy for neutralizing that cause.

By accepting and participating in whatever that strategy is, people with free-boating anxiety feel

equipped with the means to control their anxiety and avoid panic. They also suddenly feel

reconnected with others, because they’ve all identiTed the same nemesis.

They’re joined together in a heroic struggle against the mental representation of their anxiety, and

this new-found solidarity gives their lives the meaning and purpose they lacked before. This

explains why so many have bought into a clearly illogical narrative, and why they are willing to

participate in the prescribed strategy — “even if it’s utterly absurd,” Desmet says.

Mass formation is a very dangerous condition, especially for those under its spell, but also for

everyone who isn’t. The “mental intoxication” that results makes people willing to do things that are

clearly wrong and utterly immoral, up to and including voluntarily killing their own families and

themselves, if told it’s for the greater good. In short, masses of people become profoundly gullible

and self-destructive, which is not a good combination.

Since self-destructiveness is built into the totalitarian system from the ground up, totalitarian

regimes cannot be sustained forever. They fall apart as they’re destroyed from within. But it can be

hell while it lasts, as totalitarianism built on mass formation almost always leads to heinous

atrocities being committed in the name of doing good.

Action Plan

The good news is that understanding the psychology that led us here also gives us the answer for

getting out of it. The key strategy, Desmet insists, is to dissent, and to do so loudly. Not violently,

but persistently and frequently. We must join together and speak against totalitarianism for two

reasons:

1. To give the cowardly majority a sound alternative — Typically, only 30% of people in a

totalitarian society are actually under the hypnotic spell of mass formation. Another 40%

simply go along because they fear sticking out or going against the grain.

The remaining 30% are not hypnotized and want to wake the others up. By grouping together,

the dissenters give the 40% majority an alternative to simply going along for fear of being

ostracized.

Once the vocal dissenters and the acquiescing majority are joined together, the mass

formation falls apart and the totalitarian state is Tnished, because it’s those who go along with

what they know to be wrong that allow mass formation to take root and grow. Once they’re no

longer participating in and feeding that process, the totalitarian takeover cannot succeed.

2. Speaking out limits the atrocities a totalitarian regime commits — In a traditional dictatorship,

the dictator usually softens his grip once dissenters are silenced, but in a totalitarian system,

the opposite occurs. Once dissenting voices are silenced, that’s when the real atrocities are

rolled out, against friend and foe alike.

We can see signs of this already. The more people comply, the worse it gets. “Get the shot and

you won’t need to wear a mask” became “you have to wear a mask even if vaccinated, and, by

the way, you’re not fully vaccinated unless you get all the boosters, oh, and even if everyone’s

vaccinated, we may still need to lock down if the caseload goes up, oh, and you can’t work

unless you’re fully jabbed or access medical care” — it has just gone from bad to worse.

In what ungodly universe do people condemn other people to die from treatable medical

conditions or bar them from buying food “in order to save lives”? I can think of only one right

now, and we’re in it.

If for no other reason than to limit the devaluation and destruction of life that is guaranteed to

occur in any totalitarian system, we must never, ever, become silent. What they’re doing is

wrong, and it must be stopped.

Once we’re free and clear of the totalitarian threat, we need to address the four base conditions for

mass formation, to prevent this condition from appearing again. But for now, we need to focus on

uniting and speaking out against tyranny and the stripping away of our God-given rights and

freedoms.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,296 ratings

ORDER NOW
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I have been doing so for the past 2 years, I go shopping then I come home to my garden, my cooking my great coffee, once a week with 3

of my friends we take it in turns to have lunch at home, we can co that because we are old and not working, we can be free from the

Zombies... I refuse to go to a restaurant that I have  to show my papers, even if I was vaxed. I would not go, I want to go in with my head

held high and not being checked by the gestapo. Until then, I will stay home, love it, I have done so much research, my eyes are open have

been for years, once you get out of the house we plunge to 3D, so, I rather stay in 5D. Not able to watch  the idiot box any more, sports,

shows, etc, a terrible feeling comes over me.  Everything is so demonic, cannot wait for the Good to win, I never liked Xmas, have not

celebrated since my 4 children were small, my oldest is 54 now so, a long time ago. We celebrate each other's birthdays, that's more

individual and nice.
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We live similarly here, shopping, gardening, not watching the news, walks in the fresh air, no restaurants or "normal" shopping that

is in malls or whatever. I spend my days writing, researching and thinking.  I do think the following are very important: 1. A safe

roof over one's head! 2. Fresh air - walks and open windows 3. Good hydration with Tltered water 4. Organic Food where possible

5. Meditation/Contemplation 6. Perspective: "This too shall pass". 7. Purpose and higher spiritual power 8. Communication and

affection (even at a distance) 9. Not dwelling on bad news/watching the hypnotised media... 10. Being creative If this sounds like

Abraham Maslow's Hierarchy of Values, it is because it is basically. The needs of humanity (and animals) have essentially always

been the same throughout history. Let us join together in our faith and trust that this is a bad dream or even reality that will change

because nothing stays the same. Namaste. And last but not least: stay JAB FREE!
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Beautiful posts from both of you, I feel love. Thank you. ~Laura oxoxo
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The Power to Imprison — Life in Pandemicland
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

As of midnight November 15, 2021, Austria began another nationwide lockdown, but it only applies to residents aged 12 and older who have

declined the experimental COVID jab. An exception is made for unvaccinated individuals who have recently recovered from COVID-19. The

lockdown will reportedly affect an estimated 2 million of the 8.9 million residents

)

Germany is preparing legislation to make people work from home again unless they have a “compelling professional reason” to be in the

oece, in which case they must prove they’ve gotten the COVID jab or show a negative PCR test

)

In 2017, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention was granted authority to restrict interstate travel during a health crisis and to

quarantine Americans without a clear and direct path to challenge the quarantine order in federal court

)

Will the CDC use these powers? At the end of October 2021, CDC director Rochelle Walensky said “there’s a plan” to provide unvaccinated

workers with “education and counseling,” which sounds like a plan to put people in reeducation camps

)

The plan to quarantine people in their homes and shutter private businesses as a form of pandemic response was invented by Dr. Rajeev

Venkayya, president of the Global Vaccine Business Unit at Takeda Pharmaceuticals and a former head of pandemic policy for the Gates

Foundation

)
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Thank you for your encouraging comments. If we want to continue watching in 5D and in freedom, we must also protest the

restrictions and mandates of genetic weapons falsely called "vaccines". As Dr. Mercola reports, protests are breaking out around

the world. Mandatory vaccinations equate to mandatory suffering, dependency, and death. The cities of Europe, Australia, Japan

are now in a constant state of protest, as people Tght to claim their rights, their sovereignty, their health and their lives. In Austria,

a total lockdown is scheduled for the next ten days, with mandatory vaccination policies in its wake

As governments and corporations demand continued compliance with vaccines, more people are withdrawing their consent. But

the Tght against passports and vaccine mandates is not just a Tght for freedom. It is a matter of life and death. Deadly vaccines

are killing people at an alarming rate and the world is beginning to take notice.

www.zerohedge.com/political/well-never-give-protests-erupt-across-euro..

 www.zerohedge.com/medical/93-vaccinated-ireland-has-gone-back-partial-..  

The latest data from the U.K. Health Security Agency’s (UKHSA) COVID-19 vaccine surveillance report shows that for every one

“unvaccinated” person who supposedly dies from the Wuhan coronavirus, at least four “fully vaccinated” people perish.

Additionally, as we have frequently written, there are the vaccine-induced injuries, illnesses and deaths. Contrary to what corporate

media would have you believe, the Covid injections are neither safe nor effective.

dailyexpose.uk/2021/11/17/covid-deaths-ratio-vaxxed-to-unvaxxed-41-cor..
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mirandola
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Pipblanc, that's really nice of you to post such positives, thank you. We have chosen to make our home our haven. We have bowers

to feed the hummingbirds in droves, and bee, butterby friendly bloomers. Music is nurturing to the spirit. We all must Tnd our own

ways to make life a good thing and to let our homes be a nurturing center. I agree that to reach out to friends and maintain

connection with loved ones is key, even if those people prefer remote, then so be it, but do stay in touch. Life has to have the

sacred and the beautiful. Perhaps it is time for group prayer at various synchronized moments. Rainbow light blessings.
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Joined On 8/4/2021 7:24:58 PM
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I feel the same.  I used to love being out and about, but not anymore. I’m fortunate to not have to work and deal with the zombies

either.  I go to the beach when the weather is good (thank God I live by the beach in California), and get restaurant meals to go and

park and eat in our van near the beach.  We must look like van life people, but we have a house.  Life has really changed.  All this

covid tyranny opened my eyes. I always felt there was something “off” about our societies.  Now I know why!  It’s some “demonic”

force for sure.
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premiademar14 True, TV is rapidly becoming a a no-no zone for many of us , to be avoided. It's pretty depressing. BBC news (I was

waiting for a particular item) spent the Trst 35 minutes last night engendering fear of omicron and basically selling for the vaccine

industry. Any email asking for news on injuries or fatalities is returned as 'undeliverable' but of course they have seen it because it

Trst gets the standard acknowledgement.  To think we are paying a license  fee for this rubbish propaganda! UK radio is not much

better with news breaks extolling the virtues of vaccination against the 'probably dangerous' omicron variant. I have never heard

such childish garbage from UK broadcasters, always somewhat cowed by politics. Watching Rick Beato's take on the Peter

Jackson Beatles documentary, it's becoming hard to believe that such times existed. And everyone was skinny! :-)  

www.youtube.com/watch
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Premiademar14  Totally agree with everything you wrote. I too have a few friends we met at home for a coffee and chat.

Commercial Xmas is nothing special to me and my family, birthdays are special, nicer. The meaning of Christmas has kinda got

lost in money. There doesn't seem to be a lot of "good will to all" around these days. Lockdowns of the unvaxxed!  bullying to get

the people jabbed! Still they queue up to get the jab in the arm, to get the booster as if its a special prize?  The world has gone

insane.
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I really love celebrating Christmas. I’m planning on a really wonderful one this year. It has always been my favorite holiday.

Different strokes for different folks as they say
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I hear ya about the charade, but am perfectly eager to show MY paper, which is a printout of test results showing t-cell immunity.  

For educational reasons, above all.  What I have forgone is the bogus "virtual events" that are lame substitutes for real events.  As

the world has gone more virtual, I've gone more real.  Aside from that, I've kept to business as usual to the extent possible.   When I

make casual conversation in lines such as at the bank, more people agree than disagree that something's amiss with this whole

thing, acting as if it's the Black Plague.  Just like the kid who says: "The emperor is wearing nothing."    Over here where I live in the

US , businesses have by and large been GLAD to be open, and few care about masks and all that.  Our governor, who has ties to the

sickness care industry, has been very circumspect.  Maybe she has access to some data that tell her she better cover her

backside, lest the pitchforks come out.  Less people are under the spell than the media wants us to believe.
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Thats wonderful.  But what would you do when you hear a knock at the door and some dour robot of an oecial says,

"Citizen... our records indicate that you have refused to be vaxxed.  Until such time as you comply you are hereby under quarantine.

 Failure to vaxx within the week will result in utilities and any other services terminated until compliance is achieved.  Our vaxx

techs are standing by right now should you wish to rejoin society".  

Unimaginable?  So was the idea of shutting down the country two years ago
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prem14- Similar with me. I minimize my shopping due to the fact the looting bash mobs can pop up anywhere. When I go to the

stores I always look for different exits or if need be escape routes. I park my car facing the exit and farther away from store pull

forward so I don't have to back out. Not afraid but cautious. I have noticed many more security guards which also check if people

are wearing masks. I wonder if this has to do with 5G? It seem like this is a bad video game someone is playing. Flash mob

here,shootings there then nothing for a while like the entity that is playing the game is taking a break then all over again. No

winners in this game just the thrill of playing by whomever or whatever?

My personal opinion is even Big Pharma are just pawns. Why would the drug companies dole out a vaccine that kills it's clients or

as some people call it a depopulation agenda . They make billions and billions on multiple medications people take and corpses do

not take any meds. Maybe the real money is in the vaccine side effect aspect. New drugs in the pipeline are the real moneymaker

to be. The deaths are just collateral damage for now. Just a thought.

www.yahoo.com/entertainment/now-society-where-looting-incentivized-090..
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I am  still working (73 on the 21st of  this month - information security engineering) and working from home - but if they try to push

 us back into the oece and or force the bio-weapon - I will retire.  For me, my shield is my music, I write,  compose, play, record and

engineer. It is about all that I have left.  Like you, I can see the evil of the world, I can smell  it, and  I can taste it.  It is vulgar, mad,

and  obscene. It IS a demonic feeling.   And I will not NOT have papers nor get them checked by the Gestapo.  'Ihre papeiren bitte....

JETZT!!!"  Nein du Schweinhund! Ich werde mich nicht fügen!.   We must stay strong in our EMPATHY,  LOVE and PEACE.
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I’m kind of the opposite I guess? I refuse the mask and vaccines yet pretty much continue to participate fully outside my home and

have from the start. I even work in a large grocery store with my mask under my chin. I never wear it over my face and my bosses

and customers just ignore me. If I need something somewhere I just go in unmasked. It’s gotten much better, but if refused service

I just stand there. They call police (who refuse to show up) and put on quite a show. Finally in desperation they take my money to

get me out of there. Most now just ignore me and let me purchase what I need.

There are restaurants who don’t require masks so I go there to support them. I continue to camp and travel while ignoring all the

signage. Rarely am I bothered. I refuse to stop living. My home is where I sleep. It’s not where I “live”. I live out in the world and

come home for dinner and sleep and I’m gone the rest of the time. That’s why I’ve always had tiny, cheap homes as they’re a bed

and storage for my gear. I stayed home one afternoon at the start of this nonsense and that was enough.
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You know, even before the pandemic, for maybe the last 5-6 years I've felt more and more stress when going out and about.  It has

become increasingly crowded here on the roads and shops and restaurants and many people have seemed to not learn basic good

manners.  To be honest the working from home and shopping from home has been a great thing for me and I enjoy my yard and

garden and taking long walks outdoors and staying in touch with my adult children.  I do all my cooking from home and am

healthier as a result.  My stress has gone way down, as long as I avoid the media hype.  Staying positive in the face of the negative

is half the battle.
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I Tnd it amusing that people are 'banning' friends or family members from holiday parties, dinners etc when it actually should be

the other way around. For myself, I honestly wouldn't want to spend time around those that support tyranny and fascism yet at the

same time, I want to be Christ like and be kind to all.  That being said, we need to be intelligent and not expose ourselves to warm

rooms with whatever their bodies are shedding. This isn't an average situation of just opposing political views..they have poisoned

themselves and the clot shot hasn't just destroyed their health but also their rational thinking and empathy. To be exposed to an

evil state of mind and poisoned breath is not somewhere I want to be and it is all so toxic and I hope for all of us we can sail

through this December without enduring cruel judgment and dark energy.
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Very encouraging post. And Good will win!  www.biblegateway.com/quicksearch/?qs_version=NASB1995&quicksearch=..   What is

good, and where did it come from? "LIFE"    Artist: Elvis Presley     Composer: Shirl Milete     Album: Peace in the Valley  Somewhere

out in empty space, long before the human race, something stirred. A vast and timeless source began, intelligence was born and

then, there was the word. Powers Tlled the universe, matter formed and broke the curse of nothingness. Love became an ageless

soul, nature reached her highest goal, and breathed the breath of Life, everlasting Life. Well,  creatures came from out of sight,

daylight came from in the night, and all was good.

Life became a master plan, Love produced a perfect man, that understood. The image of the Maker's word, worshiped Him with all

he had, but then one day, from in the depths an evil seed grew and manufactured greed, and changed the way of Life, everlasting

Life. Oh, the loving power of Love then saw, inside the heart of man a baw began to grow. Well, the Tres of hell began to burn, so

He sent His chosen Son, to let us know, That Love has surely made us all, and hate will surely make us fall, so from the cross; well,

He showed the world that dreadful day, that Love could be the only way, or all is lost of Life, everlasting Life, for Life is Love, and

Love is Life.
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I agree with what you say so well, premiademar. Everything IS so demonic. But then your following words seem to throw out all

hope by your saying "I never liked Christmas." Christmas is the birth of Our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. It is the opposite of

demonic. It is by remaining faithful to His teaching in the  practicing our Christian Faith that we will win in this battle - and not in

any other way. It is true that Christmas is over commercialized, but we do not have to practice a commercialized Christmas or live

a phony Christian life. Christianity is the ultimate in Faith, Hope and Charity. What we are seeing today is the opposite. I, too, have 4

children, and the oldest is 56. Three have lost their jobs due to refusing the jab. But all have a positive attitude and know their

Christian Faith will see them though. We won't give into the mob. Christ is the answer, and there is no other. If all Christians lived

like true Christians, this present horror would disappear overnight.
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Austria will murder people who should be vaxine exempt.  Where are the world courts?  They should be prosecuting for crimes against

humanity.
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If you believe anything David Icke say's, he claims that the whole "scamdemic" is being done by "off world entities".
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If the genetic weapons falsely called COVID "vaccines" are "safe and effective" as they claim, why do a large percentage of doctors,

nurses and other healthcare workers refuse to receive them? Why does a large percentage of the public refuse to receive them?

Why worry about the unvaccinated if you are vaccinated? Could it be because many have already died and are permanently

disabled? If COVID-19 were a real pandemic and vaccines really did work, governments and their corporate masters would not

need to intimidate and coerce people into taking them through mandates that will prohibit unvaccinated people from fully

participating. in society.

In the words of Doctors for Covid Ethics: “Gene-based 'vaccines' are killing people. Governments around the world lie to you, the

people, to the populations they are supposed to serve. " Recall that Doctors for Covid Ethics have already sent an urgent Open

Letter from doctors and scientists to the European Medicines Agency regarding concerns about the safety of the COVID-19

vaccine doctors4covidethics.medium.com/urgent-open-letter-from-doctors-and-sci..
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LOL....world courts are spinless, worthless scammers too...all governments are in this to their eyeballs..and if one 'binches' the

entire house of cards  falls.........and If that happens. Which it will....than they have a back up called 5G.....or Directed energy

weapons,,,and if you think the covid scam or the forced 'vaccine scam ' was bad.....just wait uptil you start living inside a

MICROWAVE OVEN....and that is whats it gonna be...a pulsed frequency of 2.45 gigahertz,, pulsed  may times a minute ...boosting

the effectiveness of the Microwave Pulse..

your Trst effect  will be as if bugs are crawling all over ya..next will be the feeling of being HOT....and eventually you will pass

out...if your lucky..and if you don't passout cold  you will get cramps as you internal organs start to break down and fail....in which

you are actually being cooked alive..and after  minutes or maybe longer you will die a agonizing death.......and whats more....you

will watch your entire family die........literally being cooked alive.... and this is a fact..oh you can scoff and ridicule me..tell each

other he is just an 'old nut case'  ...but when you have the thrill of being cooked alive in bed or as a student.....or driving  or

shopping..or as most, watching TV.  you will all go thru it.//////and whats really interesting , there is no way to stop this.....because

 ArtiTcial Intelligence  doesn't care about humans....AI see you as just a 'hindrance'....like ants....a mere nuisance..
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Almond et al, have you all seen this? forbiddenknowledgetv.net/murder-just-hours-after-publishing-the-secret..  This is MAJOR

news and the Austrian chemist who announced the presence of metallic nanoparticles acting like razors internally, cutting up the

vessels and hearts of those injected particularly if it happens to enter into the vessels, was Trst arrested by the invading

gestapo-like police who violently and loudly shouted while banging his door down ongoing, threw him to the ground, THEREAFTER

asked his name and arrested him! All at the very moment he was broadcasting about the Tnding! The power of police abuse of our

technology, enabling their rise to abusive over-power! Thereafter, Noak did another Tlm broadcasting the news about the razor-like

nanotechnology, and hours later was murdered! Please see Splashingwater's thread for more links she posted. GOOD LORD!!!

I hope this backTres severely onto those responsible and that this good man's death was the catalyst for major change. HIs murder

and arrest right on video footage, are testimonies to the truth of what he is saying! On Splashingwater's  thread, please also see

one of Dr Mercola's blogs which I linked to underscore, showing ICU footage of post-vaccinated people with symptoms exactly

correlating to just exactly what Andreas Noak was saying! Good lord!!! Whew. The truth is conTrmed by his teary and pregnant

wife, clutching her belly as she broadcasted the news while making very philosophical statements even in the face of her

husband's murder. What a strong soul, they are both heroes, and may his death and news only serve to cause the matters at hand

to crumble! Whew.
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I wonder what will happen as more and more get murdered BY the jabs as they get booster after booster.  The percentages are still

low enough to be plausibly deniable, but  at some point people WILL notice as increasingly extraordinary rates of various health

issues and deaths resulting from them ensue.   Then things will get very interesting.
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"Test For New Omicron Variant? We Don’t Need No Stinkin’ Test"

 www.lewrockwell.com/2021/12/jon-rappoport/test-for-new-omicron-variant..
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM
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there is no integrity anymore....the few that have it, have no power....what's going on is GLOBAL...The only one who will stop this is

God, through the return of his Son, Jesus Christ.  I believe that time is not too far off.....as things are moving rapidly as outlined in

the Book of Daniel....
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Will all who wish to,  please join me in writing to the Austrian police, demanding the arrest and internment of the policemen who

broke in to Andreas Noak's home by violent force, asking his name AFTER they had banged the door down and thrown him to the

ground, all because he was broadcasting (at that very second!) something presumably about the coronvirus. Those policemen

belong in jail, and the Austrian police need to stand to center for public shame for their violence, their lack of probable cause

(didn't even know which guy they were going after...after all that!) and their reckless lawlessness and merciless intimidation

tactics.

They really can be rightfully and factually equated with the Gestapo, everybody needs to watch this. It's horrifying, be forwarned.

This needs to be cited in the body of all letters to Austria's police. And they need to know that the whole world is watching, and

they can't just get away with this. Shame on the Austrian police!

 forbiddenknowledgetv.net/german-chemist-dr-andreas-noack-was-arrested-..  Thank you all.
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Mirandola and all... The police station in this city needs to be surrounded by hundreds of thousands of protesters demanding an

end to lockdowns, mandates and censorship lest history repeat itself where so much evil has historically occurred.   Police and

esp. those who issued the orders should also be brought to justice.   It is fortunate there was a recording of this arrest.  So much is

unbelievable anymore.  We are living in the Twilight Zone.
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Almond, et al, the world Court, the ICC all of this "international " stuff, is part of the "great reset".  It part of the new world order.   It's

part of and under the direction of the UN.  Don't even dream you're gonna get any relief from som international organization.   Our

only way out is to overcome each tyrannical nation within its own borders by its own people.  We must, however, help and support

each other worldwide how ever we can.
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AUSTRALIANS BEG THE WORLD FOR HELP: ‘THIS IS AN OFFICIAL S.O.S MESSAGE’ (Video) “Please, international friends, hear our cries

for help and apply economic and political pressure on our leaders to change the destructive path we are on.” Australia, as we once knew

it, no longer exists. Australians are no longer ‘young and free.’ Instead, Australians are discriminated against, pitted against each other,

blackmailed, pressured, beaten, and stripped of their rights. It has become a country where you can no longer move and speak freely.

Protesting is prohibited, police oecers must enforce controversial measures to keep their jobs, and police shoot protesters in the back as

they run away. Doctors and nurses who speak out lose their license to practice medicine, and others lose their jobs if they refuse “the jab.”

More and more children are isolated and attempting suicide.  rairfoundation.com/australians-beg-the-world-for-help-this-is-an-oec..  

AS AUSTRALIANS SEEK COMPENSATION FOR VACCINE INJURIES UNDER NEW PLAN, HERE’S A LOOK AT COVID VACCINE LIABILITY

LAWS AROUND THE WORLD Moreover, the likelihood of success, if past precedent is any indication, is slim. As previously reported by

The Defender: “The program’s parsimonious administrators have compensated under 4% of petitioners to date — and not a single COVID

vaccine injury — despite the fact that physicians, families and injured vaccine recipients have reported more than 600,000 COVID vaccine

injuries.” childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/australians-compensation-vaccine-i..  (12/02/21)
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Sadly, Australia, as also the United Kingdom . . . were made a colony of the US, as, certainly here in the UK, it was the last action of

Tony Blair before passing his premiership to Gordon Brown; by authorising the signing of The Defence Trade Co-operation Treaty

between the US, UK and Australia. The treaty gave the US the right to list ANY technology currently being developed in an

Australian or UK government facility; which, if so listed; has to be immediately handed over to the US, without a paper trail, free and

for gratis. When I discovered this, and as a then member of the European Atlantic Group, and attending a dinner debate with the

then First Sea Lord as speaker, I tried to present the following to the EAG Dinner Debate December 12th, 2012:

During the 1980's Israel developed a new ground attack Tghter, VERY similar to the US F16, called the Lavi, which ultimately

contained a lot of US defence technology. But that development led to concerns that doing business with an Israeli company would

result in ideas and designs being appropriated without proper compensation; when the US supports a foreign competitor. Airpower

Journal Vol. IV, No. 3, (Fall 1990): 34-44

In 1995 eight Special Ops Chinook helicopters were ordered by the UK MOD, but the contract did not include access to security

codes which were to have been created, without Boeing's involvement, by the MOD to reduce costs. That contract omission in turn

became a very long story taking many years to resolve resulting with a Trst bight in 2009. en.wikipedia.org/.../Boeing_Chinook

 )(UK_varients) Such dieculties, caused by the absolute, and, dare I say it, admirable commitment by the US; to retain complete

control over its defence technology; led the US to propose a new Defence Trade Cooperation treaty between the UK, (and

Australia), to achieve fully interoperable forces which was signed into existence by the US Congress in 2007. On the fact of it . . .
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On the face of it, this is an excellent treaty, removing many previous obstacles to UK MoD access to US defence related

technology. The problem is; for the individual British private inventor; this treaty is an abomination. What it has done in effect is

remove my British citizenship, my right to defend my nation; and replace it with a right presented to the US to take any new

technology I might create; and use it for their own purposes: "without a license or other written authorization". [For clarity; the

Treaty reads:

ARTICLE 2 Purpose This Treaty provides a comprehensive framework for Exports and Transfers, without a license or other written

authorization, of Defence Articles, whether classiTed or not, to the extent that such Exports and Transfers are in support of the

activities identiTed in Article 3(1). ARTICLE 3 Scope (1) (d) United States Government end-use]. All the US need do is list any

technology and it automatically becomes subject to the treaty. But this has much wider implications; as my interpretation reads

that, from now onwards; the treaty precludes the UK from ever again developing its own unique defence technology base.

We have become a defence colony of the US. Two points:    1. Many of us, outside of the MoD "charmed circle" have felt for some

decades now that the UK executive government does not have our interests in mind at all; that the civil service only cares for itself,

Trst and foremost, with the wider interests of the nation following a long way behind. This treaty illustrates that perfectly. We have

been summarily "Rolled Over" and have agreed to a very one sided treaty that; if it had been presented to a strong organisation,

visibly dedicated to the development of a long term British industrial defence structure; invented, designed and manufactured by

British inventors and designers; they would not have accepted it. Instead, once again, they traded British long term potential for a

short term Tx from the US defence . . .
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. . . they traded British long term potential for a short term Tx from the US defence industry.    2. On the other hand, British

inventors have grown to understand that the US does not abide by international treaties such as the Patent Cooperation Treaty and

that within the US, today, the rule of law is moot. That the government of the United States is quite prepared to ignore their own

law, if that will suit their own purposes. (Chapter 12, The Road Ahead from a Grass Roots Perspective).

I say this to the UK government: You sir, are the leader of the Royal Navy, and not the leader of the civil service, so this is a little

unfair; but we outside can see no one acting as the leader of the United Kingdom executive government; which in turn seems weak

and leaderless; so I ask you to please take my concerns inward with a view to establishing who exactly IS supposed to lead them;

and to strengthen their moral, ethical and leadership structures with a view to returning this once Tne industrial nation; Great
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and to strengthen their moral, ethical and leadership structures with a view to returning this once Tne industrial nation; Great

Britain; back to full strength.

Lastly to the United States: You claim to be the world leader; the strongest nation; but that in turn presents the responsibility to

defend the rule of law; dare I say it; beyond any other related responsibility. What I see is a nation being driven down a dark alley by

a defence industry dedicated to always winning by force of arms; when the rest of the planet yearns for peace. At the end of WW2

you forced the UK to abandon it's colonies; yet here, with this treaty, you have colonised the inventive and industrial capacity of the

United Kingdom. That treaty is an abomination and must be revised to permit the British inventive spirit to once again prosper and

succeed.
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I viewed the plea a few days ago. I felt helpless watching it. My own beliefs have always been when you exalt someone or

something, you lower yourself. Bow down, kneel … all forms of cowering. Australia can thank the crown for their present condition.

I once attended a fund raiser for Ross Perot, I was doing voluntary database work for the Perot Campaign and during the festivities

I noticed my spouse speaking to someone so I wandered over. My wife introduced me to Ross Perot's’ cousin as her husband. I

immediately stuck out my elbow and exalted “do me”.

She looked at my wife, my wife almost died of embarrassment, looking down and away; but then this woman of high society lit up

like a July 4th Treworks display, laughed hard and smiled as she stuck out her elbow and our elbo’w’s danced together and we were

on the same keel. So rather than exalt her, I was elevated to an equal, as we should all be. This is the thing about equality, you

maintain it because once you bend a knee you lower yourself to servitude. My wife later told me that Ms. Perot told her “I like him”.

That is what I feel is being put forth in this article, we must stand our ground and not bend a knee. So … Do me!
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Within a week of my presenting my question at that EAG meeting, the head of the US CIA appeared in London, for the Trst time

ever; with three months later the UK MOD presenting a paper re-aerming their commitment to it. The price I have paid for my

complete rejection of the term of the treaty have been; a full CIA treatment while staying in the Paris France region with my elder

sister, resulting in my being marched out of the Paris OECD building and written to telling me they disliked my asking questions

and told me to never again attempt to attend any further OECD meeting.

Nowadays I have to endure a government paid and operated neighbour repeatedly spraying acid on my garden, making all my

vegetables un-eatable, damaging my apple trees and destroying 15 years of work on improvement of my garden. Add being

unvaccinated makes me a perfect target for our new UK Army STAZI which we must assume is totally under the control of the

United States Central Intelligence Agency. We live in interesting times.
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@chris coles - you are so focused on the CIA, you fail to realize who’s at the top of the food chain. The CIA is a Vatican controlled

agency, and therein is your real enemy. The head of the snake.
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Guillermou, the scenarios you report are common in dictatorships. General Populations, WAKE UP!!!
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A Western Australian  police oecer was admitted to hospital after an adverse reaction to the COVID-19 vaccine that saw her suffer

a stroke caused by blood clots. The oecer conTrmed in a Facebook post that doctors concluded that her transient ischemic attack

(TIA) was an "adverse effect of the COVID vaccine." A large-scale peer-reviewed Scottish study published in the BMJ in August,

involving just over 29 million people from the UK, found that for 15 to 21 days after receiving a PTzer jab, a person had 1, 12 times

more likely to have an ischemic stroke and 3.58 times more likely to develop cerebral venous sinus thrombosis, another form of

clot that can also lead to stroke. www.theepochtimes.com/west-australian-police-oecer-told-by-doctors-s..
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No lockdowns here in northern Wisconsin USA.......our local Sheriff lives by the US Constitution and will NOT comply with mask mandates

and lockdowns.....This is even a Second Amendment sanctuary county....How cool is that .....many people here here are armed and ready

to Tght......Kinda like old America the way it used to be.......!!!!  Get your sheriff's to make a stand.....your sheriff is the ONLY elected law

enforcer......if your sheriff is NOT abiding by US Constitution then get rid of the Muther Trucker......and get someone else that can do the

job......!!!!
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

America Is Pushing Back! The Federal OSHA mandate (100+ employees) was suspended by the 5th Circuit Court of Appeals. Final

outcome will be decided in the next few weeks by the 6th Circuit. Some states (like WA) and private businesses are continuing

implementation. Court document includes many useful arguments, calling the mandate "a one-size Tts all sledgehammer that makes

hardly any attempt to account for differences in workplaces."

Mask Mandate, Vax ID, Schools: Robinson v Missouri Dept. of Health and Senior Services Tnds that the "unfettered opinion" of an

unelected oecial cannot abolish representative government in the creation of public health laws. It notes that other states like Michigan,

Wisconsin and Pennsylvania have recently come to the same conclusion. State of Missouri (and 10 other states) v Biden orders an

injunction to the federal health care worker order. Court document shoots down authority "delegated" to employer, notes the lack of

evidence of effectiveness of the vaccine, and points out "that the mandate portends disaster for the health care industry." Just today

another federal decision blocked this mandate for all other states!
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Auto manufacturers Ford, General Motors, and Stellantis (Chrysler) have agreed to protect the United Auto Workers union

members from mandatory vaccination as a condition of employment.  American Trucking Association Tled a lawsuit earlier this

month opposing Biden's vaccine mandate for private businesses and warned the government regulation could further exacerbate

the supply chain crisis. Other industry partners in the lawsuit include:

Food Marketing Institute, the International Warehouse Logistics Association, the National Association of Convenience Stores, the

National Retail Federation, the National Association of Wholesaler-Distributors and the National Federation of Independent

Business. Suit Filed against WA State and King County Vax ID (12/1). Silent Majority Foundation Tles lawsuit against Inslee and

King County Health Oecer Jeff Duchin seeking to block Vax ID. The Tling asserts that "defendants have no statutory or

constitutional authority to create or enforce the requirements or prohibitions [of Vax ID]" and are "acting under color of state

authority."
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BIDEN COVID VACCINE MANDATES SUFFER TWO MORE LEGAL SETBACKS A federal judge in Louisiana on Tuesday issued a

preliminary injunction halting President Biden’s national vaccine mandate for healthcare workers nationwide, and separately, a U.S.

district judge in Kentucky issued a preliminary injunction blocking Biden’s mandate for federal contractors in three states.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/biden-covid-vaccine-mandates-legal..  (12/01/21). HUGE WIN! FEDERAL JUDGE

TEMPORARILY BLOCKS COVID VACCINE MANDATE FOR HEALTH WORKERS IN 10 STATES A federal court on Monday temporarily

blocked the Biden administration’s COVID vaccine mandate for health workers at hospitals that receive federal funding, providing a

temporary reprieve for healthcare workers in 10 states who faced having to be fully vaccinated by Jan. 4, 2022, or lose their jobs.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/federal-judge-covid-vaccine-mandat..  (11/30/21)
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A federal judge in Missouri has blocked US President Joe Biden's vaccine mandate for healthcare workers in 10 states, saying it

would need congressional approval, which it does not have. U.S. District Court Judge Matthew Schelp issued a preliminary

injunction Monday, blocking the White House order that all workers employed by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services

(CMS) had to get vaccinated before January 4, 2022 or they could lose their jobs. Monday's ruling means Missouri, Nebraska,

Arkansas, Kansas, Iowa, Wyoming, Alaska, South Dakota, North Dakota and New Hampshire will not be subject to the mandate for

the duration of the mandate. The White House has the option of appealing it to the Eighth Circuit. There are three more lawsuits

against the CMS vaccination mandate, involving more than half of the US states.

www.rt.com/.../541679-biden-healthcare-vaccine-mandate-halted
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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The federal Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) suspended enforcement of its vaccine mandate for healthcare

workers after two court orders earlier this week. A memo issued by the agency, posted by Missouri Attorney General Eric Schmitt

on Twitter Thursday, said that CMS “remains conTdent” it will prevail in court but is “suspending activities related to the

implementation and enforcement of this rule pending future development in the litigation.”

www.theepochtimes.com/centers-for-medicare-and-medicaid-services-suspe..  (December 2, 2021)
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The only cure for 1984 is going to be 1776"....bumper sticker spotted on a big truck last night on the way home from work.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, yes and these court documents can be used to help with applying for or keeping jobs.  Plus, case law is used as the

foundation for other future court rulings. This is excellent news.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why else would the architects of this scam be going after our military?   Most of the US is a big thorn in their side with this

appreciation of liberty and autonomy.   "The Only Cure for 1984 Will Be 1776"   Love it!
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was ecstatic to hear this news considering  both my husband and I would be affected by the mandate. However, my excitement

quickly dissipated when my employer announced soon after that they will require all employees (almost 270,000) to be jabbed or

subject to regular testing when we return to the oece in January. Also requiring masks to be worn all day in cubicles where we will

have no outside contact and no direct contact with co-workers.  I will not be getting the jab or wear a mask. I’m not sure if I’ll try to

get an exemption or let them Tre me. At this point it’s about my freedom.  

I feel like providing an exemption only says I would comply but I can’t. I want people to clearly know that I WON’T comply because

it’s my choice.  I can only imagine how people will be treated if they’re maskless at the oece. I had a horrible experience at my job

due to severe osmophobia.  I was treated horribly and left work sick and/or crying many days. I speak up if I see injustice and I’ve

done that and feel I’m “blacklisted” at my employer because I’m problematic.  I can only imagine how it would be if I were unjabbed

and unmasked.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM
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Watch: www.youtube.com/watch  Dr David Martin 16 Nov 2021 - explains the 5th Circuit Court ruling on the OSHA mandate He

talks about the key is the Supreme Court Ruling delivered by Chief Justice Rehnquist 25 Jun 1990 (scroll down the page a bit to

get to the actual written opinion):  caselaw.Tndlaw.com/.../261.html  This case is critical and should be cited as basis for any

"covid jab" lawsuits and should be used by anyone as evidence of coercion to take the jab is a felony. You have the right to refuse

medical treatment. A key paragraph: "At common law, even the touching of one person by another without consent and without

legal justiTcation was a battery. See W. Keeton, D. Dobbs, R. Keeton, & D. Owen, Prosser and Keeton on Law of Torts 9, pp. 39-42

(5th ed. 1984).

Before the turn of the century, this Court observed that "[n]o right is held more sacred, or is more carefully guarded by the common

law, than the right of every individual to the possession and control of his own person, free from all restraint or interference of

others, unless by clear and unquestionable authority of law." Union PaciTc R. Co. v. Botsford, 141 U.S. 250, 251 (1891). This notion

of bodily integrity has been embodied in the requirement that informed consent is generally required for medical treatment.

Justice Cardozo, while on the Court of Appeals of New York, aptly described this doctrine: "Every human being of adult years and

sound mind has a right to determine what shall be done with his own body, and a surgeon who performs an operation without his

patient's consent commits an assault, for which he is liable in damages." Schloendorff v. Society of New York Hospital, 211 N.Y.

125, 129-30, 105 N.E. 92, 93 (1914). The informed consent doctrine has become Trmly entrenched in American tort law. See

Dobbs, Keeton, & Owen, supra, 32, pp. 189-192; F. Rozovsky, Consent to Treatment, A Practical Guide 1-98 (2d ed. 1990). [497 U.S.

261, 270]".
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Add as Friend  Send Message

thinkinmama, don't despair. I believe they will eventually recognize immunity from natural infection as being superior to the mRNA

jabs and will allow that to be proof of vaccination. There are ways to get a false positive. School children Tgured out how to do this

with the Abbott quick test, so I'm sure we can pull it off. My wife uses PCR test in her lab and she says all you need to make it give

a false positive is a drop of water (have not tried it yet). Once you get documented as having natural immunity you  just take

Ivermectin once a week. I'm taking it once a week and there are no side effects. Ivermectin is based off a natural occurring

chemical that was discovered in the jungles of Japan. Although, Ivermectin is the man-made version of the naturally occurring

chemical, it is very close to being the same thing.
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moxa1man
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:57:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is madness.  Sheer utter fascist totalitarian madness.  If we don't rise up and end this now the psychopaths running things will

escalate there control and many of us will either perish defending our right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness or end up in a

concentration camp.  These so called vaccines are poison with the side effects being far worse than the disease they don't prevent.

 Americans I beg of you wake up and smell the coffee.  Let us unite and speak loudly and often against the dark and evil forces of tyranny.
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Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's coming. IT should have NEVER started, but the world fell for the covid lie. The bio-weapon is the "virus".
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's exactly why I advocate for class action lawsuits. Class action can be powerful. I far prefer to see lawsuits than Tghting.

Anyone who thinks Tghting is the answer is very very wrong. It's the Trst way to discredit a movement and to invite the

strangleholds of even more control, a real police state in this case. The courts have been ruling more and more on our side now,

case law can be used to support future court rulings. This is using peaceable power where we have it. Class action suits are more

indicated now than they ever were before. Maybe there would be some probono lawyers willing to take on the cause.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM
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Jim Cramer, the boisterous and vociferous "stock analyst", went on a rant during his TV show recently, demanding that the federal

government deploy the armed forces to go house to house and physically force every single person in the US to receive the jabs

and boosters. His stock investment tips are as rotten as his promotion of totalitarianism. He and his fellow Statist, Arnold

Schwarzenegger, should go bugger themselves.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cheer up, people.  Followers of past satirical comedy gems will be relieved to know that Monty Python is alive and well and living in 10

Downing St, London helping the ‘Carry On’ Tlm team make more comedy Tlms - latest release “Carry on Kissing”.  Bojo has given

permission for Brits to kiss under the Christmas tree. Thank goodness for a Prime Minister who knows a dead parrot when he sees one.

Was ‘Monty Python and the Holy Grail’ just a premonition of 2021?  “There's no more work. We're destitute. I'm afraid I have no choice but

to sell you all for scientiTc experiments." “There's nothing wrong with you that an expensive operation can't prolong." “We can't be the only

one afraid to turn on our TV because of what might happen next, right?” "Are you suggesting that coconuts migrate?"

www.montypython.com/Tlm_Monty%20Python%20and%20the%20Holy%20Grail%20&..  ~

www.politico.eu/.../britain-uk-christmas-kiss-coronavirus
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi Cabochon - absurd it might be and the Pythoin's suirely knew how to illustrate "absurdity" - but Nero apparently  " Nero Fiddles

While Rome Burns. ... Ancient historians blamed Rome's infamous emperor, Nero, for the Tre. One historian said Nero was playing

the Tddle while his city went up in bames. Other historians say Nero wanted to raze the city so he could build a new palace " - so

the Python's have many precedents in the world historical narrative - as Eric Idle put it "we should all look at the bright side of

things" - was that a joke ??
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Indeed, Stan, that was their whole purpose.  Wish they were around today but the quotes are from them - very  prescient.  Yes, the

words to their hit song include Eric Idle singing about a peculiarly British trait “Mustn’t grumble”.  Or as I like to think of it: Smile in

the face of adversity.  “Always look on the bright side of life. Always look on the light side of life. Some things in life are bad they

can really make you mad.Other things just make you swear and curse. When you're chewin' on life's gristle, don't grumble give a

whistle. And this'll help things turn out for the best. If life seems jolly rotten there's something you've forgotten. And that's to laugh

and smile and dance and sing. When you're feeling in the dumps don't be silly chumps. Just purse your lips and whistle, that's the

thing. And always look on the bright side of life. Come on, always look on the bright side of life.” https://youtu.be/T8QHCaZFR6I
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

really Stanley.........YAWN!!!!!!!!!!!!!! who cares about what assumed Nero might have said..........
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Add as Friend  Send Message

yes, Cabochon a great piece of rhyming slang - here is a link to Pope on the merits olf poetic structure -

 www.poetryfoundation.org/.../an-essay-on-criticism   robb - you never stop yawning - must be a form of narcolepsy - try and get

some decent sleep so that your review on history might be enlightened by the FACTS
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds like a new version of the Jewish Ghettos formed by Nazi Germany.. What next, cattle cars to concentration camps again, gulags

in Russia, detention camps in the USA, like back in the 1930's/40's? It's going to be one hell of a ride. When the lockdowns occurred back

in the spring of 2020, I referred to them as your home being a Nazi form of Jewish Ghetto. People laughed at me, but I don't care. People

have laughed at me all my life as a "Conspiracy Theorist".  Now, those "conspiracies" have come to roost in everyone's back yard.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am still unclear what "essential shopping" consists of.  Does this mean you can buy new underwear when your old elastic gives out?

 Buy garden essentials to feed yourself?  Take a vehicle in to the shop for safety repairs and maintenance?   Who decides? You are not

allowed outdoors.... what about farmers doing chores on their own land?  At what point does food quit reaching markets? If you are taken

to one of these camps, what provisions are made for pets and livestock? I am thinking that if I am not allowed outdoors and my gate is

locked, it will be a long hike in for police...  if roads are not marked, they may even get lost and stuck in the mud somewhere.
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Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am going to be buying loads of new underwear!!! Good point.
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derekszen
Joined On 3/2/2012 3:31:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent points there..  Let them strangle themselves on their own tyranny!   Alas, it would take a long time with such entranced

blockheads for them to realise that they are also harming themselves, and may be locked up by their pay-masters!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do like I do and buy some of the 6" to 8" long nails that are about 1/4" in diameter and booby trap your driveway. I laugh every time

I go to my "off the grid" get-away and see a car/truck on the side of the road with all 4 tires bat. I know they had just been to my

property. My solar powered/rechargeable game camera is hidden nicely overhead. So, as you approach my house, I can get details

on the car and people that are trespassing.  I should mention I paint the nails bat brown to match the color of the leaves covering

my driveway.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When one really thinks about it, why any restrictions on NON-ESSENTIAL activities in which people have NO NEED to participate?
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond et al, it seems as if the fear and lockdowns, etc are all usurping life itself. It's out of control. "It's the soul afraid of dying

that never learns to live" what a wise statement and a true hallmark of our current time! Lordy.
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nojusticenopeace
Joined On 4/29/2011 2:13:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They want more to order online. Delivered to your door. Amazon and other giants get bigger and bigger.
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can't keep up with the fascism. Merkel announced today that Germany will be going to mandatory vaccines.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Laura, Olaf Scholz, politician proposed for the post of Federal Chancellor, also advocates a general vaccination obligation in

Germany in early February or early March ", However, he made it clear that the decision on mandatory vaccination corresponds to

the Bundestag. "We will organize cultural and leisure activities throughout Germany only for people vaccinated and cured" of

COVID, has detailed Merkel, who will leave power on December 8 after 16 years at the helm of Germany. This so-called "2G" rule,

vaccinated or cured, "will also extend to retail trade, with the exception of everyday consumer stores," Merkel said. In these rules

we see that many asymptomatic people will also be marginalized.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The dictatorship spreads in Europe that is thinking about the possibility of compulsory vaccination in the EU. Ursula von der Leyen,

president of the European Commission, open a long dormant Pandora's box. Brussels does not have the power to dictate such a

measure. Health policies correspond entirely to national governments. And some countries have not hesitated to implement this

measure that violates the personal rights of medical intervention. The pioneer within the EU has been Austria. The country, which

has recently extended home conTnement, will impose Tnes of up to 7,200 euros from February on those who resist injecting the

serum.

Greece also gets on the train and as of January 15, all those over 60 who are not vaccinated will have to pay a monthly penalty of

100 euros to compensate for the damage to the health system. For its part, the Czech Republic is moving towards mandatory

vaccination for people over 60 years of age and risk groups as of March. Those who have taken these measures to restrict

freedoms in the education and / or health sector, increasingly widespread, are France, Germany or Italy. Whereas in Spain, it is

strictly voluntary for everyone. The social gap over compulsory vaccination is gaining ground. The measure has brought out

thousands of Europeans who see it as a violation of their fundamental rights.
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As of January 16, I will be paying €100 a month as a Tne for being over 60 and not taking it. This would have been the best money I

ever spent, if I didn’t know they’re gonna push more.
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mihail, I am so sorry. I called my dear friend after getting the news. She will pay €200/month for her and her husband who had two

blood clots in his legs last year as well as a hematoma of the brain. As she said, the glass is full in Greece and blood will be shed.

She also said that her electric bill was over €500. My heart is in Greece. My heart is shattered all over the world.
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Moineau thanks. Let us pray it does not come to that because I’m sure our young dictator has instructions to call in the army and

murder anyone who opposes his executive orders.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But can this stealth fascism keep up with determined non-compliance and dissent?  As Dr. M astutely points out,  these

increasingly desperate measures are blowing its cover.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Angela Merkel needs to be shown these two Tlms, if these do not wake up politicians and the people at large, then nothing will.

Very powerful!!! Caution, not for the faint of heart.   blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..

 ~ blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/12/01/_1820_stand-your..
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Balhawk, there isn’t much non-compliance and dissent where I live and if there is, people are afraid to express it because the tv is

blasting away at them constantly. Tomorrow there is another protest downtown but usually a thousand people show up out of a

population of Tve million. The people who understand what’s going on are isolated and helpless, that’s what I think.
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also Moineau is right, some extremely stiff utility bills are arriving all of a sudden, as if the state wants to provoke an angry

reaction, why? They have shut down most coal power plants in favor of renewables, when the EU expects us to do that decades

from now, why?
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DavidC55
Joined On 11/22/2020 4:29:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here in Austria the protests against the mandates are gaining momentum. In Vienna the largest rally in Austria's history took place -

 100,000 or more - against the vac mandates on November 20, 2021. Dr Michael Brunner, a lawyer who co-founded the new MFG Austria

People - Freedom - Fundamental Rights party, gave a rowsing speech where he stated that the party has been contacted by thousands of

health workers who are prepared to be sacked rather than take the shots. They will get support in legal action against the

unconstitutional measures. He said that with two million Austrians getting Tnes for refusing the experimental jabs there could be two

million appeals Tled before the constitutional court of Austria. Two million!! He said that the vaccine mandate would be unconstitutional,

infringing the Nuremberg Codex which is international law and takes precedence over Austrian national law:

- It is inadmissible to make someone take part in a medical experiment against their will. - Any consent must be free, self-determined,

without threat, without deception and without coercion. - Otherwise international law is violated. On December 1, several thousand took

part in a strike to show the authorities that the medical/care system will collapse if the draconian mandate goes through. Tomorrow,

December 4, 2021 another hugo demo is planned. The police actually showed a banner showing solidarity with the protesters on

November 20, a repeat tomorrow? This is what the blogger Alexander Ehrlich posted: "Vienna calling!

on 04.12.2021 united we stand 

👉

 80% of population on our side  

👉

 peaceful and fair police  

👉

 weakest government  

👉

 strongest

resistance Here, we can win! As in 1529, 1683 and 1809, also in 2021 freedom of Europe will be defended at the gates of Vienna! Join us

for the Tnal Tght: it's all or nothing. If we can stop it here, we can stop it everywhere!" There is a sense of history in the making! Solidarity

will be shown with the Australians at their embassy too
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for your reporting and comments about law enforcement's solidarity with the protesters.  I've been wondering about

that since reading reports in November.  What about the military?
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nojusticenopeace
Joined On 4/29/2011 2:13:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent news. Austrians are on the forefront of these draconian policies from the NWO psychopaths in control. Go Vienna go

Austrians. Go Europe. The MSM in the USA is not covering the extent of the pushback in Europe so thanks for the update.

Hopefully more Americans and Canadians will wake up get up off the couch and Tght for our rights and freedoms before it’s to

late.
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Now that the omicron variant infections are increasing, the booster jab playbook is going full speed! Appears so far it’s been the fully

vaxx’d getting infected with omicron? MSM must be desperately seeking a omicron deathbed unvaxx’d story now 

🤦

 I shook my head and

laughed at the irony of a man on last night’s MSM who had recovered saying his symptoms were mild because he was fully vaxx’d, had a

booster and encouraged everyone to get their boosters, too!  MSM won’t acknowledge the elephant in the room - Africa, the so-called

epicenter is only 6% vaxx’d, a month into omicron (and according to Dr. Angelique Coetzee) presenting with only mild symptoms, no

appreciable outbreaks, and the Trst cases involved 4 fully vaxx’d travelers?
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derekszen
Joined On 3/2/2012 3:31:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Doctor Mercola for an informative article.  I am in my 70s and living in Wales, UK. There is no way I am going to get this jab,

and despite having a heart attack back in 2006, I have never even taken the 'bu shot. I saw how ill it made people in my heart rehab

classes, and decided against it. The pressure was quite strong to get it, but I am so pleased that I did not - the same with

statins/beta-blockers, that I was led to believe would make me feel better!!!  They didn't.

I am particularly impressed with the action plan.  Unfortunately, because I am not taking the jab, I have lost contact with a lot of family

and friends. All I am seeing is hypnotised jabbed people trying to tell me that I am risking my life!  I am a retired hypnotherapist and

indeed they are showing classic signs of being hypnotised..  I have found a few  fellow unjabbed people and it is good to talk, but they are

just trying to disappear under the radar otherwise. Meanwhile I talk about it openly have taken note of contradictions and the past Tnes of

big pharma for evil doings. Hypnotised people can be convinced that black is really white though!  It takes a lot to undo negative

hypno-suggestions though and as a therapist, I realise that the person has to be willing to wake up for that to happen. The truth, as they

say, will set them free , but right now, I feel that I would add the words, if it is persistently in their face.
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Is it possible that mass media television, broadcast, cable and other, has subliminal messages to program the viewers?  Surely the

technology exists.
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SPEAK OUT and  SPEAK OUT and SPEAK OUT !! - THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ACT OF VOCALIZATION AND THE ACT OF HEARING

- THE NARCOTICIZED ADDLED LACK of BRAIN that is being addressed in a constant state of SUBLIMINAL MESSAGES which Mass Man

is being entrained to accept through their conditioning as obedient and regulated behavioral commodities -

Desmet describes a phenomenon but on the other hand has no solution to the chains and bonds that Mass Man is subject to in relation to

technological pressure - this is why I advocate a complete abstention - a divorce from the pernicious media as CHANNELS of CONTROL -

to be free in the context of relentless exposure to TV and radio and print ephemera is impossible without a conscious withdrawal  - to talk

out is NOT ENOUGH -

a puriTcation process becomes obligatory - to unbind oneself from the nexus of constant reinforcement which is the core basis for

behavior conditioning MUST become the goal of each and every individual if they wish to break the bonds of subconscious penetration

that is now dominant in post Orwellian society - and Huxley's prediction of "SOMA" has been negated by the rejection of pleasure with the

pain of enforced disease -

if the apex of human existence is the human mind then the preservation of humanity is the consolidation of the psyche and not its

deletion as an element of being in this world - the perspective of humanity as commodity will only lead to more misery and more death as

the sanctity of life is totally undermined and forgotten - the rage of resentment that Robespierre represented in the French Revolution will

surely come to pass as the human experiment revenges itself for its failure to prevent the diminishment and depredation of the higher

aspects of its existence - "IN THE BEGINNING WAS THE WORD, AND THE WORD WAS LOVE".
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Absolutely agree there.  There's a lot of barriers in the way, but we must keep going. It is like a roller-coaster at the moment, but if

we keep working through the trough, the ups and downs begin to even out.
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well said Stanley. The sheeple all seem to TV, Buttface, Tweedle, MSM and all the rest of the organizations that are helping enslave

all. I always ask those who don’t want the bio “why do you support them by using them?
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Yes, Stan, well expressed, the human mind in all its dimensions must be the basis that governs before a totalitarianism that wants

to rule in humanity. People must make critical and responsible decisions and not as a group of naive people or incapable of taking

responsibility in the face of a reality of loss of freedom and rights. We must access the conscious plane to manage fear. Now with

the covid we are seeing that the manipulation of people with fear is one of the challenges of any ambition for power. That is why

the face of the world is always scary and that is why the question about fear is often a question about power.

Big Pharma and its corporate allies spread fear and increase people's insecurity of pandemics, to feed their thirst for proTt, it has

bought doctors, academics, magazines, professional and patient organizations, university departments, journalists, regulators and

politicians. These are the methods of the maTa. It will be the sense of conscious responsibility that drives life in freedom. Life

humiliated by any imposition and mandates. Faced with an experience of dizzying transformations between responsibility and

submission, they invite us to consciousness. We cannot bear the humiliation of totalitarianism, but we are suffering a gradual loss

of political sovereignty and freedom. Raising awareness means asking ourselves about the responsibility and desire for

domination that is in every ambition for power.

The way must be CRITICAL THINKING against the corrupt powers. It is in us that the stimuli, manipulators of the information, that

try to lead people in false beliefs and direct them down the path of false promises and the loss of true health, are Tltered through

critical thinking that promotes the encounter with the truth, self-esteem, true personal integration, far from the manipulation

subjected to the mass man.
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hi  derekszen - we have no choice - this is our obligation  - to live and express our life to its full potential - cheers

hgTnn - thank you for saying "NO" to the hype

Gui - hi there - thank you for the considered response - in the context of Orwell's versus Huxley's vision the major point of diversion

is the MEANS used with an agreement on the ENDS reached - Huxley thought that violent coercion would not be necessary -

Huxley offered the one "carrot" of a narcotic tranquilizer that would cajole the psyche into common bliss but his disciple Orwell

having experienced the full apotheosis of WW2 and its holocaust gassings saw a vision of TOTAL CONTROL that was reinforced

through the instrument of STATE TERROR -  - TERROR has as one of its main consequences the rise in FEAR - to me this indicates

that Orwell is closer to the TRUTH - whatever the meaans the ends must be prevented by a refusal to submit - in which case the

plan to enslave us all - Planet Earth as a Prison Colony that Kafka envisioned will become unworkable - to this must be added the

revolt of the psyche against the slavery of propaganda - the Big Question then becomes "if the mind has been lost , how can critical

thinking begin to become assertive??
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Oh Stanley...this is basic rhetoric....meaningless trash......useless  jargon.....yawn............
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Right, Stan.  I'm done with stealth mode.  People are waking up, but not fast enough.  We heed to be seen and heard.  Sod their

surveillance and all that.  The more comply, the worse they get, like Dr. M said.  Their atrocities will only blow the cover on which

the whole scam depends.
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robb - are you ever awake or has the TV totally shut you down  - always yawning - narcolepsy is listed as a disease - I advise

allopathic intervention - oxycontin is a known sleep hypnotic - are you on the opioid  addiction train?

hi balhawk - "tell mit like it is" - "call a spade a spade" - if they can't hear you when you knock, knock louder - if they are half asleep,

shake em awake - use every possible form of attention breakthrough - be relentless - best of luck!!
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here is Alicia Keys with some GOOD advice - www.youtube.com/watch
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I suppose we should be grateful that the 3 people in the top video think this has gone too far but it irritates me to no end that she goes on

and on about how wonderfully the vaccine works and her ignorant comment saying we're all going to get covid, then pandemic over. You

can't catch a thing that doesn't exist and viruses don't exist, yet the doctors and scientists conTrming this are being silenced and no-one

does a thing because they refuse to accept that we've been lied to for more than a hundred years! Pasteur was a master fraud! Yet, you

can't scare people into submission by telling them to take better care of themselves and be responsible. Just debect the blame onto the

people who are awake to what's going on.

A lot of comments are from people who are happy to stay home, work in their gardens or whatever. I'm one of them and I really haven't

missed much, I'm an introvert with severe social anxiety anyway so it triggers panic attacks to have to walk amongst these masked

zombies who stare at you like you're killing grandma. The problem with this tactic is, if we don't stand and Tght with the others who

AREN'T content to stay away from confrontations, we are enabling the takedown of our basic human liberties-we are AS BAD as those

who are doing this to us! I don't want to stand before God and try to explain why "I did nothing".
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It does reduce symptoms and hospitalizations for a time. BUT the long term effects are horrible. ADE is indeed happening. My

mom is getting pre cancer skin conditions just after getting her booster. It destroys your natural immune system. And the vaxxed

become breeders of newer deadlier variants. Left to itself a virus becomes less--not more--deadly.
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"Disease Control"? The evil minions pushing this Medical/Techno Tyranny ARE the disease! "‘If you got everyone and locked each of them

in their own room and didn’t let them talk to anyone, you would not have any disease.’". In what reality does that statement make any

sense at all?!!! Haven't the "measures" already made the masses sicker than they've ever been? This is NOT my reality!
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Now all Austria needs is an enterprising business woman to start a business that allows people to contract the virus in a measured way

so that they can show proof of contraction. A little testing would determine what viral load taken into the lungs at what rate could give a

case that would produce protection and proof of contraction. Sure, there would need to be a form releasing the corporation from liability,

and possibly a warranty that the second exposure could be provided if covid contraction wasn't provided by the Trst exposure.

If I were a resident of Austria and this was a possibility, it is certainly something I would sign up for at a modest cost, as it totally gives

the best of all outcomes:  natural immunity and falling into the good graces of the government. I must admit that I have had covid twice

now, and it was such a mild little thing far less involved and much shorter in duration than any cold or bu I've ever had. So yes I have a

Prejudice point of view on this compared to those people who possibly have had a case of the virus, but didn't realize it and are still

running around scared to death. I just consider it a blessing that I had enough symptoms to recognize that I had been exposed and

survived and now have a stronger than ever immune system. That is quite a blessing.
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Yes stoneharbor, your proposal would be interesting submitted to people with the preventive therapy of healthy nutrition and

supplements recommended by Dr. Mercola, including the protocols for the primary stages of Covid, sgun it is about healthy people,

young people and adults. All this accompanied by ultraviolet rays to control the viral load of the environment. Ultraviolet light has

been shown to destroy or neutralize a wide range of pathogens, bacteria, spores, and fungi - to destroy the same range of harmful

organisms chemically, multiple substances must be used to deal with all potential threats.

A 2019 study published in the American Journal of Infection Control found that UV disinfection technology eliminated up to 97.7%

of pathogens present in operating rooms. Donna Armellino, RN, DNP, vice president of infection prevention at Northwell Health and

lead author of the study, commented: “UV light technology will not replace manual cleaning and disinfection with chemicals, but it

does have a place in healthcare settings. . www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0196655318309490  (2019)
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Researchers at Columbia University Irving Medical Center in New York have found that far ultraviolet light, a form of radiation of

shorter wavelength than that normally used in disinfection practices, killed 99% of seasonal coronaviruses. without presenting a

risk of harm to humans. David Brenner PhD, Higgins Professor of Radiation Biophysics at Columbia University's Vagelos College of

Physicians and Surgeons, director of the Center for Radiological Research at Columbia University Irving Medical Center and lead

author of the study, said: "Based on our results, Disinfection with far UVC light at the current regulatory limit could greatly reduce

the level of airborne viruses in human-occupied indoor environments. " www.youtube.com/watch  (2020)

newseu.cgtn.com/news/2020-07-26/RAZOR-Can-ultraviolet-light-Tght-COVI..  (2020)
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YesGui, these are great suggestions of a set of guidelines to go along with such a natural inoculation plan as I suggest. One further

thing about ultraviolet, is not only does it nulify the virus, but it leaves enough of the material intact in the atmosphere that it alone

may encourage the production of antibodies. Thus you are getting protection from the residue of the virus without the threat of the

alive virion's on your health.
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"...it totally gives the best of all outcomes:  natural immunity and falling into the good graces of the government." WHY are you

interested in doing ANYthing that might earn you "the good graces of the government" ?? That interest is based upon the

dangerous and false presumption that government operators are your legitimate masters, your owners, and you are their slave !

You don't need for government operators to bestow their "good graces" upon you. You need instead to make them very AFRAID of

you !! You do that by asserting your legitimate individual rights, including your rights to self-ownership; personal liberty; bodily

autonomy; and unconditional ownership of all your peacefully-acquired private property, by making them realize that, should they

confront you, they will die if they aggress against you and your rights.
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM
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Thanks for your considerations arthurriel..., Concerning your "WHY are you interested in doing ANYthing that might earn you "the

good graces of the government" ??" :  I was speaking of an Austrian in their current circumstances. It sounds like they have it really

rough there; nothing we in the USA are having to face. And saying this little plan could, while it was allowed, give citizens of that

state a "best of both worlds" escape from both governmental punishment, and escape from a covid threat was my point. I was not

speaking of myself. I really feel for people in these full blown police states. There are only a few "crazies" as Dr. Mercola calls

them, that dare to be a revolutionary in that situation, and they may all end up dead if Austria is going to be typical of police states.

I do like your deTnition of what a really brave revolutionary must behave like, and respect your willingness to be such a person in

dire circumstances.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Austria is reporting a change in their political structure, yesterday: www.bbc.com/.../world-europe-59516158
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And this article today may include further signs of a standing down on failed gene therapy shots?? Maybe the pills? Your thoughts

www.nytimes.com/2021/12/03/brieTng/covid-treatments-pTzer-merck.html
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stone, you can fake the Abbott 15 minute test with some citric acid. School kids are doing this to get out of school. They put a little

bit of fruit juice on the swab used to insert into the test kit and it gives a false positive. One doctor in the UK even demonstrates

this.
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Homeopathy.  Nosodes.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

new.awakeningchannel.com/vax-to-kill-off-without-anyone-suspecting-it/   (VAX) To kill off without anyone suspecting it.  December 2,

2021 A Poison with an Agenda.  Dr. Shankara Chetty
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Retsbew. A prominent doctor credited with advancing the development of early treatments for COVID-19 has stated that, in

his judgment of him, the purpose of the pandemic and vaccine campaigns, is to “control and kill off a large proportion of our

population without anyone suspecting that we were poisoned. " Dr. Shankara Chetty, a family doctor in South Africa who, according

to his website, has “treated 7000 Covid-19 patients without a single hospitalization or death,” combined insights from his medical

knowledge of him along with his observations of government dictates and media censorship to support his conclusions from him.

“If I had to give you my opinion, as to what is happening on a global scale,” he said, “the spike protein is one of the most contrived

toxins or poisons that man has ever made. And the aim of this toxin is to kill billions without anyone noticing it. So, it's a poison

with an agenda. " www.lifesitenews.com/.../j
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Inside Australia's Covid Internmnet Camp www.youtube.com/watch
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Almond, tyranny and fascism in Australia. In the Northern Territory of Australia, COVID-positive citizens and those who have

had contact with them are being forced out of their homes by the military and inadvertently transported to quarantine camps on

army trucks. The communities where these cases were identiTed are now in strict lockdown. Before new COVID cases, residents

of these communities were allowed to leave their homes only to purchase food and supplies, exercise for up to 2 hours, care / take

care, work / education if unable to do remotely, and to receive a COVID vaccine. Residents can now only leave their homes in an

emergency, if they need medical treatment or if required by law.

100percentfedup.com/australian-army-transferring-all-positive-covid-ca..
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The ONLY reason "they" haven't done that in the U.S. is that we have the 2nd amendment, and millions of citizens that own

Trearms.
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gh[nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone know the truth about these camps being built in the US? I had read they were being built month’s ago.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi Almond, I watched that and I had a few thoughts.  How utterly and absolutely stupid! They say to quarantine for two weeks even

if you are asymptomatic (read, not sick and not contagious) and then they want people to go to a HUGE internment center with

SOLELY other sick people, for TWO FULL WEEKS and then they say they have done their two weeks of quarantine and now may

interface freely again with society. WTF? Now they are super spreaders and guaranteed to have picked up some illness or other,

COVID or not ,given all the allegedly ill people all locked up together in one place. If this is not stupidity and random power at work,

I just don't know what is.

IT"s TIME FOR PEOPLE TO HAVE A THINK! Now, we must not cooperate. If the MEDICAL KIDNAPPERS come knocking on your

door, see the ACLU's writeup about YOUR RIGHTS WITH THE POLICE, USA www.aclu.org/.../stopped-by-police  and YOUR RIGHTS

PROTESTING POLICE BRUTALITY (MEDICAL KIDNAPPING IS BRUTALITY TRUE?)

www.aclu.org/news/free-speech/know-your-rights-while-protesting-police..
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I suppose the Oz internment camps are the authorities idea of creating  "herd immunity" sarc
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Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The internment camps, such as "Howard Springs" in Australia, are just another level of fear.  Hayley Hodgson talks about her 14

days at the camp.  Her crime - Telling the Australian police she had the jab when she didn't.
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preston1953
Joined On 3/12/2008 10:34:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The informational  is Reality v Mythland.  This is Mythland. From radio and television to radio and magazines, this land enslaves you and

me.   In Reality v Mythland, conversions go one way. Think of Free Cannabis. If someone was for medpot, you can be conTdent, he was

not going to change his mind. If he was for Free Cannabis, you can count on that belief sticking. It is because one side uses the Big Lie

and the other's primary weapon is truth.  "We are slaves to the corporations and the government is the overseer." The Wee People are

slaves. Mythland Media says you are free and Reality tells you are a slave. Believe as you will, conversions only go one way. The terms tax

slave, wage slave, debt slave are terms used by Reality and avoided by Mythland. Reality and Mythland use different vocabulary. My

vocabulary includes thirty more slaveries and people here can understand what is meant by chaos slavery and medical slavery and so on.

Ask a Mythlander about medical slavery and you get what are you talking about.

Big Lie theory calls for repetition of the message and silencing all opposition. There is a science of perception management, but don't

look for the book on Amazon, because THEY (The Hegemony Enslaving You) do want you to know there even is an evolving science of

perception management much less its machinery. The opposition to The Message is called contamination. THEY have a problem

because the contamination is so great, and again, conversions only go one way. The depopulation agenda has a problem that cannot be

defeated by the present level of tyranny. The tyranny has to grow to defend itself. The conTdence of the tyranny makes me give some

probability to the fact THEY have a plan to win.  I take 5G as part of that defense. I have been hit by the spike protein from someone who

was shot. The statement the heart cells do not replace themselves but leave scar tissue is something I am still searching out. My plan is

avoid public places. WAR: We Are Ruled
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preston1953
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The depopulation agenda has another problem defending their Big Lie on the kill shot. It is there governing though concerning the

injections is too easily destroyed. The governing thought on the injections is "The vaccines  are safe and effective." It is held by

Mythlanders to be true. It opens the gate to come on down and get shot. Of course this is Mythland and "safe and effective" is all

Big Lie.

My biggest truth as a soldier for Reality is this is a depopulation event and my chosen expression to represent that conclusion is

"THEY (The Hegemony Enslaving You, aka The Dollar Empire) are trying to kill you."  I feel an obligation to tell people of the danger

so they don't get maimed and/or killed by the clot shot. "It is not like I am trying to tell you anything, but just so you can't say I did

not tell you: this is a depopulation event and they are trying to kill you" was what I used on acquaintances.

What few strangers I manage to engage, I try to give them my governing thought. I also have a governing thought, you cannot tell

people anything. I have a formalized "It is not like I am trying to tell you anything, but I do fell obligated to tell you they are trying to

kill you." Their survival instinct has to evaluate that.So what happens when "safe and effective"television mind sees video of people

being jabbed and falling over dead?  It is a cognitive dissonance situation.   It is a held belief having to face a challenge of truth.

Those betrayal videos are devastating  to "safe and effective." Those videos are weapons against the governing Big Lie. Clif HIgh

said something profound a few weeks back, I will restate as "The purpose of life is to know what  what to do (in the now).  Clif had

an especially good video today on words: www.bitchute.com/.../AS0Fd5oNTXYS   Clif called Robert M. Sapolsky  the leading

expert on behavior on the planet today. He wrote the book, "Behave: The Biology of Humans at Our Best and Worst" Treason Tlls

the air
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They waited until 99.9 percent of the wolk who saw  this the last time are deceased. Austria of all places!  What is the breaking point?

Wnen do the wolk say nein!!!!
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Brett_R
Joined On 2/14/2021 1:43:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The girl in the video sez that the shots work. Stopped listening at that point in time.
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brodiebrock12
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Yeah she lost me there too
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

She’s not entirely wrong … you’re just not getting the whole story. I suppose she has to throw in something positive about the

vaccine on MSM or the video will be removed. Just listen between the lines. Kim is good at what she does but unfortunately she is

limited to what she can say …
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Add as Friend  Send Message

We must change the narrative.  We keep falling into their trap, using their words.  For example, breakthrough cases are nothing but

adverse reactions but we go along with it.  I think we have to start using words like totalitarian and adverse reactions.  Remind your

compliant friends and relatives that the goal posts have been moving and moving us further away from freedom and more and more

towards their control.  Go back and remind them of just two weeks to batten the curve, etc.  You don't have to be preachy or adamant.  In

fact, just use gentle reminders so the truth sneaks into their minds little by little until it becomes obvious.
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brodiebrock12
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Nailed it Woodcarver! The words and phrases are right out of the commiecRAT playbook. Used to deceive, distract and

indoctrinate.
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I laughed in delight!  Sounds just like carving wood, chipping and shaving away.
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katndognco
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I guarantee anyone that comes for me won’t be walking away-
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Barth13
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Yep, it's called self defense. Calling 911 on me will get you killed before you can Tnish the call. If you can call police who come out

with guns and might shoot me, how is that different that pointing a revolver with one round at me and playing Russian roulette with

my life? Calling 911 is an act of violence and will be met with violence that exceeds yours by 10x. Go ahead, make my day!
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swabiengmail.com
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A very interesting group in all of this are those that have been jabbed however many times and for whatever reason they decide they don't

want to "get vaccinated" anymore. Maybe they experienced adverse effects, maybe they experienced a breakthrough infection, or perhaps

they are waking up to the senselessness of it all! Just like free speech is beeting the status of being fully vaccinated is beeting also. This

is great news for us because the numbers for the Unjabbed always have the potential to increase because the Jabbed can always be

returned to their original unjabbed status.

So technically if everyone from this point on resisted the jab I guess in six or eight months we would be right back at square one without

a single vaccinated person in the world! Maybe at that point the virus wouldn't exist either and we could all go back to Happy Times. But

those people who have taken this substance into their bodies and don't like it and they have developed a resolution not to take it anymore

are an important group that can only grow in number. in many ways they are probably as resolved as we are if not more because they

have felt the negative effects of this Trsthand.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, that's a good point!  We need more friends!  Thank you for thinking.
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Ble04915
Joined On 4/27/2018 7:51:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola, we have follow you for over 15 years. You’re like part of my family and I and so grateful for the work you do to keep us inform.
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BUY NEW BOOK FROM ROBERT F. KENNEDY, JR: “The Real Anthony Fauci” - & mail to people you know in Austria too!  You could listen to

the audio book version too! Call up all your elected oecials -  Email & inundate people’s inbox and voicemail box of politicians, scientists,

journalists, etc. Our very democracy depends on our efforts today! Make our democracy work to protect the rest of the world!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Elizabeth Hope. To educate politicians and open up their eyes, please send them these two Tlms and urgently, urge

them to watch them both! Very powerful. blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..  ~

blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/12/01/_1820_stand-your..  Send the book and videos above to school PTAs.

They will waken the slumbering giant.
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I regret not pre-ordering his book because now I can’t Tnd it anywhere.  That’s disappointing and promising at the same time.

Disappointing for me because I’m dying to read it but promising that millions of people out there are reading it and seeing the

truth!
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jam1450
Joined On 6/15/2020 1:53:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope you are right...that it would make a difference. Unfortunately, I believe many elected oecials are deceived into believing that

they are in a tiny minority that can't buck the system (the deep state), and they would just ruin their high paying career if they tried

to do anything serious, (other that talk). Some talk will be tolerated, but when actions follow words, then they draw the line. The

rest are brainwashed by the "educational" system into actually believing it all is the right way to go, or else fully aware of the truth

but are being cowards. But still, the book will be a positive part of the solution, and every weapon possible must be employed, and

very quickly if we are to win this war. We must awaken everyone possible, with each person who values life doing whatever they

are capable of, "or all is lost of life".
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liveandletlive
Joined On 10/14/2021 12:15:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I unfortunately live in the “Republic of Victoria” in Australia. Before covid it was one of the best places on the planet - sadly now it’s not.

We have has the longest lockdowns of anywhere in the world. We had curfews from 9pm to 6 am. We could only travel for emergencies 5

km from our homes. Now we have “ opened up” but only for the vaxxed. It’s such a segregated society. My partner was stupid to get the

jab and I have managed to resist but I now cannot go to cafes or restaurants or shops. I’m only allowed to the supermarket, pharmacy and

the like.  Heaven only knows what Christmas for the unvaxxed will be.

They even have moderators who can be hired to work out how the vaccinated can deal with the unvaxxed relatives and friends for

Christmas parties and dinner. My own son who is married to a doctor in the USA with whom I had a very loving and close relationship

won’t talk to me until I stop being stupid and get vaccinated. Of course I am a prisoner in my own country as I cannot travel to another

state or even board a plane and forget about trying to go overseas. I don’t have a vaccine passport - which is a persons health records

linked to their passports ( and everything else - your tax data any allowances or government payments a person received your whole

immunisation history etc etc).  Doctors are calling for the unvaccinated not be treated should They need hospital care or have to pay extra

( we already pay 3% of our income to health care plus some of us have very expensive private health insurance) I cannot understand the

90% of citizens who have willing been vaccinated and are willing to sacriTce their children for the 5 years + jab. It’s all very sad
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My cousin said I wasn't welcome at her wedding. I said, Great. I wasn't planning on coming anyhow. Not bying all the way out there

for some elaborate, bashy pageant with lots of money and no meaning. My cousin is That Kind of Girl. The vaxx is popular with

pretentious social climbers and narcissists I've noticed.
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john.collis
Joined On 9/25/2021 3:27:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You may not be aware but Germany has had a long term policy of mandatory vaccination. It is illegal to home school in Germany. To

attend school requires a child to be vaccinated by law. Therefore all children in Germany are vaccinated irrespective of any parental

concerns.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The "State" lives on.
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cakesjean
Joined On 9/10/2008 1:03:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

John.collis, so far, only the measles jab is mandated in Germany.  Yes, it is sad that most people cannot homeschool their children.

A very few have had success in Saxony with getting permission to homeschool. The parents do experience massive pressure from

pediatricians regarding jabs. As in other countries,  the doctors get Tnancial kickbacks from big farma for injecting as many

people possible within a certain time frame.
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people possible within a certain time frame.
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geefree
Joined On 4/9/2011 3:53:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My Thursday in Alberta , Canada.Today I went to my Physiotherapist, she is the only double jabbed person I have let within 6 feet of me

.She is a busy  young mother who owns this business with her husband. She does not seem to have time to read, so I give her  my anti

-jab updates.I told her about Jolene, a high school friends  daughter who died  days after taking the  jab , age 39.Told her about 4 friends

 with blood clots .Asked her if  she had heard about the 13 still births in one day at Lionsgate hospital. These  are all things that I tried to

discuss  with her in past month. Was she interested --No, but did listen.

This morning she told me that last night they had jabbed their beautiful 5 year old  son..I quietly asked why??? To protect him, and to

prevent him from infecting others.I said from something he has less than 99.97 %of ever getting sick from?? she replied , My children are

all vaccinated.I was blown away,I will not waste my breath again. I then went to the medical clinic on the next  boor, to see if I could get

put on  the waiting list for a new Doctor. On the wall was a large TV with a pregnant woman being told  by her Doctor that she should get

the Covid Vaccine while pregnant, because pregnant  women get very sick if they have Covid while pregnant, it was totally safe for her

and the baby.. Not sure  who supplied this  video but it sickened me, I left, thinking I do not  wish to be a patient here. How is the

brainwashing of Doctors happening????
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eileenruth
Joined On 3/7/2021 1:40:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I feel for you..I am Canadian but living in Switzerland. My family lives in Calgary so I follow things closely and with horror....I read

about the 13 babies in BC..so very tragic and diabolical....hope you Tnd a new therapist and doctor..keep searching...the good ones

who know the truth are out there. How can anyone jab their child/ren with these toxic injections??...it boggles the mind!  Hugs to

you from Zürich!
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gh[nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It us not brainwashing, they are party to it. As I walked into the kitchen to brew Louis Tlled the air with “It’s a beautiful world” and I

recalled how beautiful it was. I then wondered if the beauty is in our heads.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

geefee..hi from BC.....these medical people are all controled by the Government....as if anyone talks dirt about the covic scam  they

will lose their license...and is a doctor or nurse of a medical facility loses their license  ..no income....no paycheque...no can do

anything in the Teld in which many are still pay off for the 'educational loans'...and no money coming in.....well..people don't eat or

drive or live in a house..
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Friday the 13th: DHS TRAINING COURSE: PREPARE FOR MASS PUBLIC QUARANTINE OF UNVACCINATED RURAL AMERICANS This

training will provide… planning for situations requiring the isolation and quarantine of a large portion of a local, rural population.

americasfreedomTghters.com/breaking-dhs-preparing-for-mass-public-qua..   ruraltraining.org/.../mgt-433
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Lizschneider53
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:24:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ok! But how do they think they are going to do  this when over half of the population in the United States is armed?!  How are they

going to get around this?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Liz, in many cases they are heavily armed! This whole police-state frenzy isn't going to work anyway. The very people they will need

to enforce this insanity are the same ones they are Tring as we speak. No one with half a brain wants to sign on to be a cop right

now! It's going to be total anarchy!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, legislation has just been passed, underscoring what you are saying as true.

www.breitbart.com/politics/2021/12/01/exclusive-tool-to-enforce-orwell..  What to do if police come to your door, scroll down:

www.aclu.org/.../stopped-by-police  Protesting police violence, medical kidnapping and administering by brute force is violence,

true? www.aclu.org/news/free-speech/know-your-rights-while-protesting-police..
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The CDC is under the purview of the Dept of HHS. The CDC has been given federal authority to make the call about quarantines

thanks to the stupidity of the US Congress. Here is a link to the CDC Regulations: www.cdc.gov/.../index.html  The CDC gets its

authority under US Code of Federal Regulations (42 CFR Section 70 Interstate Quarantine). Here is link:

ecfr.io/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=bdc5f4e1e3307d76ebc660a2ffc91540&mc=t..  

Section 70.14 Requirements relating to the issuance of a Federal order for quarantine, isolation, or conditional release:

ecfr.io/.../Section-70.14  (sub paragraph (a): " A Federal order authorizing quarantine, isolation, or conditional release shall be in

writing, signed by the Director, ...").  This gives the Director of the CDC the power to issue in writing a Federal order authorizing

quarantine, isolation, or conditional release. The CDC is not a government agency - it is a for proTt corporation!

Section 70.2 Measures in the event of inadequate local control: ecfr.io/.../Section-70.2  -"Whenever the Director of the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention determines that the measures taken by health authorities of any State or possession (including

political subdivisions thereof) are insuecient to prevent the spread of any of the communicable diseases from such State or

possession to any other State or possession, he/she may take such measures to prevent such spread of the diseases as he/she

deems reasonably necessary, including inspection, fumigation, disinfection, sanitation, pest extermination, and destruction of

animals or articles believed to be sources of infection." Educate yourself on this law. Note Sections 70.6, 70.15, 70.16, 70.17. The

CDC has way too much power & control. We know they are corrupt and cannot be trusted. Be informed, be ready, beware.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Liz... First gun owners must be disarmed. Good luck Tnding those unregistered guns.  It will not be supported by the majority of

American troops.  This prob means UN troops? Esp. those that hate Americans?
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jetsetup
Joined On 9/25/2016 2:06:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As of today 3rd December in New Zealand the unjabed  can only shop at the supermarket, Pharmacy and petrol station. My hair dresser

said she can be Tned $15,000 if she is caught cutting hair for an  unvacced person. some retails are not complying but will soon have to

whether they want or not. What a crazy world we are living in.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi jetsetup, I've cut my own hair 3 times since this started.  It's not that diecult and saves money ;)  I also don't want to expose

myself to possible shedding from "vaccinated" individuals, so I've already got a system that works and avoids the stores.  If I get in

a jam, there's a small supermarket next door so I still go there sometimes.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Like Retsbew, I try to stay away from the general public as much as possible because is is proven the people that got the poison

jab bio-weapon are shedding spike proteins and making others around them sick. They are spreading their toxins through their

breath AND bodily buids like sweat glands.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've cut my own hair for many years.  Most of my food is shipped to me directly from the ranch.  Sometimes I visit the farmers

markets which are all outdoors.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jetsup, all for a jab that doesn't work (come on mainstream populations, think about the repeated shots and the ongoing booster

requirements) and is really really dangerous (everybody without exception worldwide, needs to watch this horrifying footage of ICU

cases post vaccine, you won't believe it. This will convince the world to wake up

blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192.. ). What a wild, wild mania! We have to point this out.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jetsup, I just posted on one of Almond's threads and will repeat so here: It seems the fear of the virus is usurping life itself. "it's the

soul afraid of dying that never learns to live" Barbara Streisand sang words of true wisdom, and they now seem to be the pure

hallmark of the times we are now living in. The whole world should take note.
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Barth13
Joined On 6/20/2011 12:47:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep, since this started, I have been having my wife cut my hair. She has been doing a geed job, so kudos to her! I as so sick of this

crap, that at this point I am happy to see the business that comply fail and shutter. I will also do the "Ha Ha" laugh of Nelson from

the Simpsons when someone at work dies! Ha Ha, your dead! I might be polite enough to write in the consolation card that I thank

them for their making the world a better place by killing themselves with the depop-shot.
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KingaBarry0
Joined On 12/8/2019 10:27:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The headline of the article states: "The unjabbed......" It's much more than that; it's the undeTled, un-mutated, pure, untainted. This

coordinated worldwide inoculation rollout is so Tne-tuned it must have availed itself of AI, (and demons, or higher intelligences bent on

terraforming the planet.) The spiritual forces behind it are too overpowering for simple solutions. It requires divine intervention. When

emperor Constantine was in battle, with his army outnumbered by the enemy, he had a vision  of a cross and a voice that told him he

would win by the sign of the cross.

This was the decisive battle that introduced Christianity to the world, and the world was changed. In WWII, when France had fallen, King

George VI called for a national day of prayer, and millions did. The battle at Dunkirk was a turning point for the allies, and many claim was

a result of divine intervention. At the battle of Monongahela, general Washington fought it with a fever, had two horses shot from under

him, had four bullets rip through his coat, and his hat shot off his head. But God was with him because his cause was just.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ernst Wolff does amazing interviews on what is happening now.  I was trying to Tnd a link of one I watched on Jermwarfare yesterday but

could not.  Highly recommend watching or listening to him.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are reaching a Tipping Point as far as people waking up to this is concerned. It is already happening. Sometimes it feels like our side

is underwater because of the complete media blackout of anything that is not 100% rah rah rah isn't this vaccine wonderful. When all of

this "vaccination campaign" comes crashing down it is going to be epic. I am hopeful again that maybe the world is looking to America to

lead the way. Not by our so-called leaders, haha, by the American people!

It is becoming evident that any elected oecial who is entrenched in supporting the Covid Death March will be on their way out of oece as

soon as the next election comes around. So PTzer and Company will have to Tnd a whole new bunch of clowns to keep their Death March

rolling! They are Fuckked, they are senseless, they are the ones who think they have a plan but they really don't! As most people realize in

life it is much harder to get people to do something they don't want to do then it is for another person to Simply stick by their Convictions!
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jam1450
Joined On 6/15/2020 1:53:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"People who are already frail..." whose immune systems are already very weak, should NOT be taking this "Franken-shot". Bottom line:

NOBODY should be taking Dr. (Mengele) Fauci's shot.
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jam1450
Joined On 6/15/2020 1:53:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This has nothing to do with the GMO virus except as an excuse. Please stop talking as if what they are doing is because of the virus. It's

because of Satan's NWO implementation, which includes reducing the population and fertility, and making the survivors totally docile and

obedient!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right Jam! Forest for the trees...
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe the most powerful article I have seen here or anywhere else.  This started the lie: “The rules outline for the Trst time how the

federal government can restrict interstate travel (and other draconian lockdowns) uring a health crisis".  Firstly, the health crises does not

exist.  By CDCs own admission, ignored by media and those susceptible to Mass Formation, we have in total less deaths from Covid only

than the avg bu season going back 10 yrs.  Secondly, it was disaster to grant the very deTnition of a health crises to totalitarians that also

are given authority to administer lockdown controls.   Nobody saw this happening?  Or maybe they did.....
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njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So  Austria locks down the unvaccinated but then they Tnd a rise in the virus among the vaccinated..then what?
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cakesjean
Joined On 9/10/2008 1:03:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

njlady, Germany has announced today that the double jabbed plus their booster i.o.w. triple jabbed, do not need to be tested

anymore. Guess the same is going to happen in Germany, an increase in delta, omicron or whatever, and blame it on the unjabbed.

No lockdown yet, but that may be the excuse they need.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The tree of liberty must be fed with the blood of tyrants. It is its natural manure"--Thomas Jefferson Tyrants are sociopaths and

psychopaths who have chosen to initiate acts of aggression and violence against peaceful people and their private property, for they

perceive people as their legitimate personal property, their slaves and human stockyard animals.  They use appeals to emotions and

collectivism ("for the Common Good") to "justify" their initiated violence. They must hear much, much more than the word "NO !" They

must be ambushed and receive the Ceausescu treatment.  It is clear to me that nothing short of those rightful acts of self-defense will

stop them.
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jam1450
Joined On 6/15/2020 1:53:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for that valuable comment. We have had the true history of the world hidden from us for so long.  Yes, the Ceausescu

treatment is exactly what we need to insist upon as a world-wide unity of men and women. We must insist in any way practical,

and to the death, because there are many things in store for us that are worse than death if we fail to end this war successfully.
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let’s send emails & call!! Here’s a list of email addresses from a comment on Children’s Health Defense website:  Leslie Taylor  Tom Petrie

6 days ago edited Several months ago I wrote a critical response to a LA Times columnist's scathing review of Morrison's and Clapton's

lockdown protest song to raise funds for musicians unable to work. The author of the article wrote back stating that she was besieged all

week long with hostile emails and that she appreciated mine for at least it was not "unhinged," as she put it.

In her subsequent emails to me, it was clear she was quite upset by the anger her article incited. Tom here supplies an email address

(letters@nypost.com) the article's author and date of pub. (Maureen Callahan (11/24/21). As well, included in the CHD article "14 ACIP

Members Who Voted to Jab Your Young Children — and Their Big Ties to Big Pharma," the email contact information of these 14

members is supplied. List of names here and link to the CHD article below that informing more about them, including their primary place

of work.

ACIP Chair Grace Lee Dr. Grace Lee (gmlee@stanford.edu) Lynn Bahta, RN, MPH (lynn.bahta@state.mn.us) Beth Bell, M.D., MPH

(bzb8@uw.edu) Oliver Brooks, M.D. (oliver.brooks@wattshealth.org)  Wilbur Chen, M.D. (wchen@som.umaryland.edu)  Sybil Cineas, M.D.

(sybil_cineas@brown.edu) Matthew Daley, M.D. (matthew.f.daley@kp.org)  Camille N. Kotton, M.D. (ckotton@partners.org) James Loehr,

M.D. (staff@cayugafamilymedicine.com)  Veronica V. McNally, JD (valent29@law.msu.edu) Katherine A. Poehling, M.D., MPH

kpoehlin@wakehealth.edu) Pablo J. Sanchez, M.D. (sanchez.940@osu.edu) Talbot Helen Keipp Talbot, M.D., MPH

keipp.talbot@vumc.org) https://childrenshealthdefe  ...
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splashingwater
Joined On 2/7/2014 1:44:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Courage, truth, love for humanity -- sometimes come with huge price.   Please read and watch. This is so outrageous it is hard to believe.

It is just crazy enough to be true.  “Within 10 hours of releasing this video Dr Noack was brutally murdered”

www.bitchute.com/.../jSpxZK1bAVTU  ~  truth11.com/2021/11/30/whistleblower-dr-andreas-noack-renown-austrian-..
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Splashingwater I watched that last night. It is just horrifying.

forbiddenknowledgetv.net/murder-just-hours-after-publishing-the-secret..   Evidently this chemist was murdered for his video

disclosure of the razor-like nanoparticles in the "vaccine". This is government violence gone mad for violent control. Just horrifying

and heinous, you said it. Regardless, the police who did that, themselves need to be locked up,  you bet. And I hope it happens,

right away too.  It was just crazy to see how the police repeatedly banged the door down like the gestapo, invaded his home,

shouted violently while hacking down his door and while invading, threw the guy to the boor on camera, and THEREAFTER asked

him his name. Heh?  Tax dollars at work to pay for violent abuse of those paying the taxes? I never will go for that. How about YOU

dear readers? Please voice in! We have to remind the oecials that we PAY them! Hold it over their heads and prosecute them! An

idea whose time has come?
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Now I am confused. I Trst read about him dying from an energy weapon/heart attack and then I read about him being beaten to

death. Can someone help to clarify this? Thank you. truth11.com/2021/12/01/wife-describes-dr-andreas-noacks-death-ray-tort..  

Ahh now I see. I watched her tearfully reporting that her husband had died, sadly she clutched her pregnant belly while relaying in

tears. Poor woman. It would appear that the confusing part of the report is that he was beaten. This was not accurate. She said he

was "attacked" and that may have been misinterpreted by whoever reported that.

What she described seemed to be the result of an energy weapon, he was swaying,  had a  heart attack, she tried CPR on him while

he was dying, the emergency responders came and his wife described him being treated with needles of some kind,  and then he

passed away. This is tragic.  Technology has enabled too much police power, however the abuse thereof rests squarely on the

shoulders of the police, and the ones who invaded ----at the very moment Andreas Noak was broadcasting a report on

video----belong in prison, as do those who sent the energy wave to kill this very good hearted man who was so shrewd. The murder

only lends credibility to his statement. I hope this backTres severely on PTzer and all whodunnit.
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Splashingwater sorry for three posts back to back on your thread. When posting multiple links to one post they often scramble and

don't work. I have to separate them. Thank you for understanding.

blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..  Here is footage of ICU patients post-"vaccine" that

conTrms what Andreas Noak said is true. The symptoms he described are seen in one woman with plum purple skin pulling an

earthworm-sized plug of congealed blood out of her nose and then saying "oh my god!" Dr Succharidt Bhakdi wrote that as the

*Spike protein* as distinguished from the nanoparticulate metals Andreas Noak described, as they scrape the blood vessels then

blood congeals in that scraped area. Andreas Noak opined that the spike proteins and MRA are merely a distraction from the real

core cause. Either way, we can infer that scraped vessels produce congealed blood, based on what Dr Bhakdi said.

If people on this forum are crying the equivalent of the words "bloody murder" they are evidently correct. No matter how far out it

may seem to some who are not "in the know", evil exists and is being used as a playtoy right now, worldwide. This is just not

funny...at all. The murder ring has to be stopped. God bless Andreas Noak and his wife. They are heroes in spirit and in action.

Good people! I was truly impressed by his wife's purely philosophical spirit even in the face of her husband's murder. The spirit is

STRONG! We can all remember that! Hopefully Andreas Noak will not have died in vain and his disclosure, and his murder, can

contribute to the falling down of this whole mass vaccination scheme. Whew. Sigh. Heavy times.
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@mirandola, If the government is terrorizing it population, then paying taxes to said government is equivalent to sending money to

a terrorist organization. According to the US laws, that is illegal. So does that mean that paying your taxes is illegal?
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In Germany the mentioned law is already passed. Employers must offer home oece to their employees. Others must give proof of

vaccination or test. It works from 24th November. The next decision makers' meeting was scheduled for 9 December. Yesterday, a week

earlier they had a meeting, but said they won't make any decision, just a discussion. But after the so called informal meeting they just

told: we decided this and that... They are liars. And traitors. They hide the number of vaccinated people in hospitals. They don't ask.

However, everything is in the system, so anybody who has access to the computer in the hospital could check it in a few minutes. And

otherwise, everything is recorded in the system when someone gets in the hospital.
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Rosebud10000
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It's shocking that many people still can't see through this plandemic. Or else they do, but laugh like idiotic drains,  thinking the whole thing

is a hilarious joke. Should it not seem sinister to any observer that the unvaxxed are being locked down when pharma and the puppeteers

themselves admit the xxxeng injection does not prevent spread?  Honestly, makes one want to give up when humanity seems to WANT

to give up their freedoms. Stockholm syndrome?
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And as America wakes up today on the 3rd of December 2021, Germany has fallen to unbridled hysteria, and banned all unjabbed people

from every social activity.  The madness has only got worse.  Is there something in the drinking water?  Nothing make sense anymore.

The BBC news in the UK would have you believe that the Omicron scariant is the big killer with "experts" and government "scientiTc"

advisors warning of impending doom and overbowing hospitals, saying everyone must get jabbed and urging the jabbed to get the latest

booster while asking "Do we need a new vaccine?".  What utter hyperbole and rubbish they are putting out here. I am amazed that anyone

with a functioning brain still believes a word they say.  But the dominos are falling faster and faster, and it seems that the most dangerous

pandemic is actually of a peculiar delusionary mental state.  A bit like the Dutch Tulip mania of the 1630s when a single tulip bulb could

be sold for the price of a a mansion, or even an estate.  Sheer delusional madness.
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And Tulip Mania was also caused by a virus that created the "colour" of the bower and created a European recession....HIstory

moves, like God, in mysterious ways.
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I'm so angry at such willful stupidity that I never want to see or communicate with certain people again. Ever. I don't care if the clot

shot kills them. Or if they get crippled. Or enslaved by the NWO and locked into a prison city forever. Let Klaus Schwab have them. I

sure don't want them. Toxic sociopaths.  They probably always were moral reprobates, but it took this to show how evil they truly

are.
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ProximaC
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The whole world has gone insane over a virus and a vaccine. As Dr. Judy Mikovitz says so eloquently, "FEAR is the DISEASE, not Covid." I

have no fear. Should I get Covid,  I know I can get rid of it. I don't need their PCR tests to tell me I have it or I don't have it.  And should they

stop me from buying my groceries (which, mercifully, does not appear to be contemplated, at least not now--that's just how far the

insanity could go), then I'll have to starve to death. There is nothing else I can do. My sanity is far more important to me. I refuse to join

the lemmings. Impossible to even imagine the world could descend to this state. But it will pass ... since all things must

www.youtube.com/watch   And people will see the absurdity, eventually. "Mass formation", that's all it is. www.youtube.com/watch  .
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eileenruth
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How right you are...sadly. I had Covid this October; it was a runny nose, I never got a test, have never had one from the beginning!

Useless, all of them, and a joke actually! Lost my sense of taste and smell for eight days but it all came back. I have stayed healthy

by supplementing with Vitamins D3, C, and Zinc, ( thank you Dr. Mercola) staying active and getting outdoors and breathing in

fresh air....I never wear a mask either..anywhere. And the Covid passports are ethically and morally wrong. Not going anywhere that

requires one.....even if I could get in....they are never getting my business.  The masks and other measures are worse than useless!

And no jabs....ever! I refuse to be a guinea pig, and respect the natural immune system God gifted me with! I am not a lemming or a

sheep, but I fear so many are. Fear is for sure the dis-ease! The courts and massive civil disobedience are the only way out of this

diabolical mess we are in.  I do see a light at the end of this long tunnel! Keep the faith and sanity...the commenters on this site

have literally saved my mental health!
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Several thoughts came to mind reading your post. First, your approach to your illness was spot on. Fear would have lowered your

immunity, made it less likely that you would recover. Vitamins D, C, A, B with zinc, quercetin can do it, with no tests, no doctors, no

hospitals. And never take another shot -- vaccines only get you ready for the eventual technocrat coup de grace. It’s the expression

of exogenous gamma retroviruses introduced through previous vaccines that must be averted. Listen to Judy M – she has always

stated this and more - never wear another mask. It lowers immunity.

Get sunlight – it raises immunity - fresh air, wood scents, beach walks - healthy bacteria. Clean, organic food. Nature’s provisioning

always strengthened immunity. Everything nature blesses us with brightens our minds, not dull them. Only those who run scared

and would have you running scared would have you locked down inside dwellings, masked, socially distanced, cut off from nature,

eating factory poison. Insanity. Just look at the faces of the so-called leaders of the world as they make their demented

pronouncements. They look and act like the disciples of the very devil. Is it then a wonder the world is in this state? A zero virus

policy was always a joke to anyone with virology 101 - and the wonder of it was that so-called men of science advised these

leaders. They will continue to fail with their newer policies. The virus will always have the last laugh. Of course, this suits their end

game. Shameful deception, diabolical.

And as for courts, civil disobedience etc. the judges themselves would have to have been able to stay above this contagion, this

mass psychosis, if they are to be able to give sound judgements. The concern is that the judiciary may have caved in too. Amidst

all of this, one has to maintain one’s perspective, one’s sanity. I think we all our doing Tne. Dr. Mercola remains a beacon in the

darkness. Posts like yours in these forums are inspirational.
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thinkinmama
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When I had COVID I wouldn’t even get tested because I didn’t want my information to be tracked in any way. I lost my sense of

smell so that’s enough conTrmation for me.  No one besides my family and my doctor (doesn’t report to health insurance because

he’s a DO and most good natural treatments aren’t covered) know I had it.
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What you say sounds good, except for the starve to death, nothing else to do. I will take up murder and burglary before I just sit and

starve to death. If the laws are illegal, then only criminals follow the laws. So stealing and killing the x-humans (mRNA jabbed) is

the right and moral thing to do. If they accept the illegal laws discriminating against me, then there is no reason their life has any

worth at all. They have chosen to invalidate any right to life they may have had. See, no worries. Kill and steal to live, that is the

new future we have to look forward to. And from what I have seen in NY, they aren't even arresting people who steal from stores

anymore. It makes their crime numbers look better when they don't arrest anyone.
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Barth, yes things can only get worse before they can get better given the crop of world leaders we have--leaders who abdicate their

responsibility toward society, who have broken the social contract to govern democratically with equal voice to all shades of

opinion in favor of the criminal globalists who puppeteer them. They are a shameful disgrace, Australia in particular. Their day will

surely come. However, I draw  the line where violence is justiTed against violence. I personally do not believe that reducing oneself

to the level of the cabal of fascists improves the situation. In fact, it would worsen it by playing right into their hands. It would

justify their putting you away under cover of the prevailing propaganda blitz that's heavily weighted against you. (i.e.,  "criminal",

"trouble-maker", "right-wing extremist", "terrorist").

More effective will be passive resistance--a Gandhian-type protest by refusing to acquiesce to a system of governance that's

rotten to the core. The chances that you will starve to death in the effort is remote since not all of society could be that brutal as to

just pass by you, unmoved. There will always be folk that bring you some form of sustenance should matters reduce to that level

of barbarity. Sooner would the cabal force vaccinate, in which event, you would have the plea of manslaughter in self defense.

Speaking for myself, though, I don't think I can even attempt it. I am not made for that. This is not being judgmental or holding any

misplaced holier-than-thou posture -- it's just the fact. That said, I think being steadfast in holding on to a higher principle is more

likely to defeat the oppressors than jumping into their trenches to kill or get killed.  You may disagree on this and on what may well

be the "higher" approach and I acknowledge to each his own.
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Good sense, T'Mama. Well done.  No fear, that's key. Those who remain fearless and righteous overcome obstacles, can never be

defeated, walk away in freedom. No need to acquiesce to unjust requirements and laws. If only everybody could arm themselves

with these eternal truths, the world leaders who are responsible for this scam and their puppeteers would have to commit hara kiri.
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cakesjean
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In Germany the talk of a lockdown is getting louder. Many are dissatisTed and want to blame the unjabbed. And that with a 71,6% jabbed

rate, 2nd jab 68,7%. Very few seem to realise the control, and those that do, get shouted down. To visit a restaurant,  one already needs a

jab certiTcate plus an antigen test (not a PCR test, yet). Hospitals and clinics demand a jab certiTcate. I have to present a negative

antigen test before I  can work. This sometimes entails me standing in the drive-in queue with my bicycle. On Monday it was 2°C,  today it

is minus 2°C and icy roads. My boss offers 2 tests per week, which I  have to have done in my private time by the nurses. And it will

become more "military " (in line with the history of this country) sadly.
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Cabochon
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Could the unjabbed not just wear a yellow star to make them more easily identiTable?
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Cakesjean, please see Splashwater's thread, the links she posted adn which I posted in response. Angela Merkel needs to see

those links as do her oece workers. It's quite literally, vitally important. Please see the ICU hospital footage posted by Dr Mercola

of people post-vaccine, it is absolutely not funny. I posted it to Splashwater's thread. Angela Merkel needs to see that ICU/hospital

footage, urgently. Thank you. (PS and no guarantees that it is safe to present the footage about Andreas Noak and his death to

Merkel or to any public oecial). If Merkel or any other politicians deny the ICU footage then it is proof of their horrid agendas and

needs to be broadcasted all over the internet.
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Mirandola, unfortunately the chancellor woman is closely connected to the global zionists. I am positive that she is well aware of

the damage she is inbicting on the country, and is rubbing her hands in glee. She is at the end of her term and has probably already

indoctrinated her successor,  Olaf Scholz. I only recently discovered this zionist connection, which is also applicable to her

predecessor Helmut Kohl. Everything seems to have been planned decades ago, maybe even before this woman was born . . .

concisepolitics.com/2017/09/25/angela-merkel-second-jewish-ruler-of-ge..
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Cabochon, I get your drift,  but will  not be excited walking around with a star of any colour on my forehead.
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2 Disturbing Developments: 1) I am not tech savvy, so I hope someone can explain this. Is it as terrifying as it sounds? Can they eliminate

Dr. Mercola's website? The U.N. Counter Terrorism Executive Directorate (CTED) is now responsible for taking entire privately hosted

websites o�ine, as they seek to take total control of the bow of information and establish their “Great Narrative.” CTED notiTes domain

registrars of “extremist” sites — i.e., those that promote narratives they don’t approve of — and the sites can no longer be found.

www.iceagefarmer.com/2021/12/02/u-n-taking-down-private-websites-domai..  

2) Despite all of the courageous freedom Tghters' efforts in Australia the so-called-Pandemic Bill has passed. The legislation gives the

Daniel Andrews' government the ultimate authority to declare pandemics and issue public health orders once the state of emergency

powers expire on December 15. Truly heartbreaking. I wonder where things will go from here.

www.rebelnews.com/pandemic_powers_bill_passes_to_give_dan_andrews_dict..
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Maybe we better get a db of us so we can group call. Better yet we can do the native smoke signals. If that happens, I need to do

away with this tracking device. Might have to install a mesh on car locater also, that will pizz them off.
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thinkinmama
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I signed up to watch the docuseries Covid revealed hosted by Patrick Getempo. I recommend all his documentaries because

they’re always very informative!  I noticed when entering my email there was a note that said yahoo is blocking their emails. So I

have two email accounts and decided to try. Sure enough I never got the email to my yahoo account. It’s just disgusting the lengths

they’re going to!
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Joined On 2/6/2013 9:10:53 AM
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The west's refusal to face those responsible, (Central Bank Clan), tells me this; The only thing capable of saving decent folk is our creator

and His impending battle, Armageddon.
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CDC cannot make laws. They can make rules only if an underlying law, passed by Congress, gives them that authority. And, any law

passed by Congress must comply with the Constitution. CDC has been acting outside of its authority, since the beginning - they're

lawless. We must understand this and not be afraid of any ridiculous, outrageous orders from them. You know your rights. Stand your

ground, tell the bully "no."
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Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM
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So this doofus, Glass, takes his retardo 15 yr.old daughter’s lame so-called “science” project as factual and runs with it? Hahaha, you can’t

make this crap up! Proves what scripture warned, that we would be ruled by children. Think that goof nasty little Thungren girl, and really

foolish silly women, such as the Quad jokers, Pisaki lame-brain, Maxipad Waters, and the list goes on. These females are an

embarrassment to me as are the losers who follow them. Venkayyen is just another offspring of the evil Cain. This stuff is too easy.
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premiademar14
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Cold turkey , I agree that we all celebrate in different ways, Christ was born in September, do research perhaps Xmas is Satanic, who

knows any more..we have had all these different calendars. The most important thing is to do as your heart desires and feel right for you.

From a very young child, even my dear late mun used to say to me that I was never happy at Xmas. It's something that I cannot explain.

Premia de Mar is where I was born.. Catalunya Spain. I am happy that I went back 7 times thru out my life, it was great to travel, happy

times, not any more, this has caused the end of my travels, I don't care, I have seen half of the world, been blessed. I left when I was 14,in

1961. but kept in touch with every one, sadly lots of dear ones are dead, but life is about memories. Let us hope for a better world, evil

has to die, evil can only win when the GOOD do nothing, I hope that the young wake up and have a great future.
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ER rooms are Tlling up with patients. 90% of them are Vaxed. What does that tell you?
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@Guillermou. I agree even though those stories of coping mechanisms are understandably if we sit back and just hope or have “faith”

that this to shall pass is just what the psychopaths in control want. And what about future generations? Already we see that these

masked/vaccinated children will be dealing with the psychological fallout of this evil mass deception. We should be looking at the large

protests, rejecting the Covid restrictions and other BS as an example of what needs to happen everywhere as they are not going to stop

anytime soon without pushback. I don’t think their end goal, a completely controlled surveillance states is a world /life most truth seekers

would want to live in.
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I suggest the videos from Ewaranon Chanel at Telegram. It is the most impressive video I have ever seen. It give us a hint of what kind of

power we are dealing with. It is Biblical what we are about to see. It is time for Revelation!  https://t.me/ewaranon_english
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"When governing elites choose to push their sinister interests upon the masses through the threat of punishment and the attractiveness

of cheap rewards, you get a meaningless, multicultural ball of yarn that free-thinking people learn to kick around for sport.

 "www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/12/the_frogs_have_begun_beeing_..
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www.bitchute.com/.../dSpURwzC2QIh   Robb Butler, from WHO, said : OK!
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Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM
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religionnews.com/2021/11/30/marcus-lamb-anti-covid-vaccine-christian-b..   Marcus Lamb, anti-COVID vaccine Christian broadcaster,

dies at 64 Lamb had hosted a series of vaccine skeptics on his television program and claimed that the truth about COVID-19 was being

censored.
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Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM
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Another anagram is Oncomir (English) Noun: (genetics, medicine) A form of microRNA involved in a cancer.

www.civilianintelligencenetwork.ca/2021/11/30/omicron/#comment-3825   Also a movie Omicron 1963 movie- An Alien parasite that

takes over a human host. www.youtube.com/watch
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Thanks to Mirandola for Trst posting this.  I am reposting and hoping more people will read it.

forbiddenknowledgetv.net/murder-just-hours-after-publishing-the-secret..
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justbev2
Joined On 4/25/2015 12:36:45 PM
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Interesting. "Omicron" was the name of a 1999 video game by Microsoft (Bill Gates) about demons pretending to be humans and

harvesting their souls... Hmmm. Bev
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It will get bad, but it will eventually turn around when people are forced to rebel.  When they do, it will not bode well with the elite satanic.

 I'm sorry, but that is what they are.  This is NOT about health.  It's about control humans.  Transhumanism.  Those that are young will not

realize it until they reach an older age and are told they are no longer contributing to society and must go.  People will rebel. Think "Louie

the 14th and Marie Antoinette.  The people broke into the palace and hauled them off to the guillotine.
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I Tnd it truly amazing that people want to structure their entire lives around not getting a bug.  HYPOCHONDRIA is their sole reason for

living now. Pathetic. At least Howard Hughes had the decency to keep his insanity to himself. It's equally amazing how so many think

their political leaders know and love them better than their own moms and dads.
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Its,  like they are children  (in adullt bodies), How YUK!!  double+!!  Grow up, Get up and behave as adults.!
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rich21
Joined On 8/16/2010 4:43:26 PM
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At least they recognize natural immunity, more than can be said for our government.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/3/2021 1:13:00 PM
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bill50plusmenshealth.com
Joined On 12/3/2021 12:01:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I ask people where I live (Florida, thank you Lord!), why they go the jab.  The answer is usually to be "safe".  And I always ask, "safe" from

what? You can still get covid (big deal, so what), pass it on, get hospitalized, and die. So exactly what does the vax do for you?   Never

hear an answer from them from this point on. The second question is how many shots will you take and will it ever end?   NO answer here

too. Third question, what are the long term effects of the vax shots?  Well, the vax companies all say it is not determined at this time?    

WTF There are so many gullible idiots in this world! Bill Gates must be happy!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/3/2021 12:07:37 PM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even one death from Covid is too many. But if 2,000,000 die of side effects every year from now on, people will go, "Meh." They look

to the MSM and drug commercials to tell them what's dangerous.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/3/2021 2:36:03 PM
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Jim_Bo
Joined On 6/2/2014 8:27:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can't say it enough - Thank you Dr. Mercola and associates!  You are the Free Press of the world. Lamestream media brainwashes

anyone who watches/listens. Thanks Top Posters for your intelligence and elucidation.
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ALB5426
Joined On 8/16/2020 11:15:45 PM
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We are being forced to believe that 1+1 = 5 now, and sadly, many people are buying into it.
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rich4of13yahoo.com
Joined On 8/20/2021 9:32:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Part of the truth these leftists are trying to eradicate is God in whatever form of worship. Remove hope and people collapse! Very good

information which is easy to see being done.Totalitarianism cannot stand in the face of Christians standing up for what is right and True!
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Cbushpilotgmail.com
Joined On 8/2/2017 7:39:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The science says these shots WILL kill and maim those who love taking them....so they will be 'gone' soon enough.....I'd say THEY

brought their death  on themselves .....not the other way around.....the science says this is NOT a virus,  rather it's synthetic...so their

shots won't work AT ALL......
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jam1450
Joined On 6/15/2020 1:53:19 PM
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I think the shots are working according to what they were engineered to do: make the effects of the "Fauci Flu" much worse than it

is alone, and to be a permanent part of a person's body that will change them at the DNA level in anticipation of the "boosters"

which will change them even more (if they survive the previous assaults).  This is the transhumanist plan for the "elite" dystopia,

which they imagine as a utopia. Their plan is to let only the strongest survive in a totally controlled state of "life" which is

dependent on the whims of the elite and the obedience of their slaves. Remember the Borg on TV? That was classic programming

and telling us their plans for us, believing that we are too stupid to see it, let alone thwart their plan. If you think about it you can

see it everywhere in movies, TV shows and many other places. Remember the Zombie movies, The Matrix, etc, etc.  They seemed

fantastic at the time, but now you and I are seeing it all become twisted reality.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM
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Govts the world over have become fully insane. There are things that must be done.  They are starting a WW3 but we must use our sanity

to Tght now using every means possible.  We have no choice unless we are happy having our lives managed by the criminally insane.

 Here we go.... rairfoundation.com/uprising-australian-mp-calls-on-citizens-to-revolt-..
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jam1450
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We've been in WW3 for a very long time. We're just now beginning to realize it because "Satan's elite" are becoming so desperate to

achieve their goal of 2030 full world-wide control of every action of every person still living.
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ckadysch
Joined On 5/3/2021 10:17:58 AM
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the fourth reich Geulieter of Austria tightens its grip on the nation for their leaders in the city of london
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Joined On 12/24/2009 9:45:21 AM
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All of this for the new Marxist governments. This is just a corona virus similar to a bu and very treatable. Finally a weapon to start their

transition. It's shocking how many ignorant people believe in this action for those unvaccinated when it now proven the vaccinated are the

ones doing the most spreading of this weak but contagious virus. This action by any government is inhumane and should be fought

against with every Tber of the human senses.
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"Govern me harder Daddy!"
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM
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"I can’t escape the sense that the motivation is at least partly punitive. They don’t understand people who are not taking the vaccine, they

don’t like them, and they are slightly afraid of them — so the simplest thing is to remove them from society altogether." Stupid ignorant

people who don't even remember their own history. The modern day version of the Jewish Ghettos of the 1930's. Unforgivable!
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islander129
Joined On 1/17/2017 6:23:35 AM
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The NYT: "It’s imperative that whenever the next outbreak hits, emergency health measures are grounded in scientiTc evidence and

guided by clear, fair rules to protect people from wrongful deprivation of their liberties ... The NYT has been asleep at the wheel, or

crashing the vehicle, for the past two years. This is now too little---far too mild a wake-up call; more like  a snooze alarm---and way too

late. The NYT has zero credibility, and it sure looks like none of the fascists at the CDC need fear the NYT. The NYT folks might be starting

to get a bit scared, actually . . . After all, there are a lot of Jews working at the NYT, and in NY City and State. But having been groomed by

the NYT and other MSM for two years in into a malleable state of fear, their readers will probably ignore what the NYT has to say now.
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islander129,  Here is a fact that Statist employees of the NYT and elsewhere refuse to acknowledge:  Even if "emergency health

measures are grounded in scientiTc evidence", people have the right to REFUSE them--for any reason, or no reason at all--based

upon their legitimate individual rights to self-ownership, personal liberty, and bodily autonomy.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM
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Direct hit, Dr. Mercola, much thanks.  Yes, we must make a stand, openly, conTdently, and rationally, and let the those who have swallowed

the Big Lie hook, line and sinker be the hysterical ones.   Do your worst, tyrants, make my day.  Your atrocities blow your cover that

enables your pie-eyed pipers if them media and government to keep the 40% unwittingly sleepwalking toward the cliff.
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ToeCutterAUS
Joined On 5/30/2021 9:06:33 PM
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Sheesh..  We here in Victoria, Australia have had ALL of this, and worse!   We had NO exceptions for previous infection. We had a heavily

policed 5km radius from our homes.  If you were found outside your radius, you get Tned heavily.  Within the 5km radius, we were policed

and asked our business, where we were going, who we were seeing, what was so "important" about it etc etc Exercise on your own, for 1

hour a day, within your radius.  If jogging, could forego the mask, but if stopped to walk, or just not running bloody fast enough, then mask

you were carrying had to be put back on. Masking EVERYWHERE, even (for a period) in your car even if you were alone.

We also had a lengthy CURFEW for 9pm.  Yes, a CURFEW because the virus was more active at night! :) Unvaccinated can't dance or sing,

and for a while had to drink through their masks if outdoors - the most inane, contradictory, ridiculous and punitive rules you couldn't

believe.  There were a bunch of bureaucrats sitting somewhere just making this *** up - totally, inexplicably unbelievable. We've had this

for nearly a YEAR now, but of late, it is relaxing quite a bit.  We STILL as of this day have the vaccinated excluded from all life except

essentials, a fully functioning passport system, police roaming through stores and restaurants checking vax credentials etc.  

Masks are still a big part of life.  The radius has now been removed, although we are severely limited with interstate and international

travel.  Curfew also removed.  There is talk today of relaxing the prohibition of the unvaxxed from life, we'll see.. Google Dan Andrews and

the laws he was trying to push through here in Victoria.  You'll be absolutely shocked, although there's been enough pushback against his

draconian laws that they've been modiTed for the better.  But the *** sure tried to pull a swift one on the state of Victoria, in one of the

most totalitarian grabs for absolute power we've ever seen.
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ToeCutterAUS, It is clear to me that it is long past the time for you and your fellow Aussies to withdraw your consent to be treated

like human stockyard animals and slaves. It is long past the time for you to take the action that Alexander Solzhenitsyn describes

in this passage from "The Gulag Archipelago": “And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have been like if

every Security operative, when he went out at night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and had to

say good-bye to his family?

“Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people had not

simply sat there in their lairs, paling with terror at every bang of the downstairs door and at every step on the staircase, but had

understood they had nothing left to lose and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an ambush of half a dozen people with axes,

hammers, pokers, or whatever else was at hand?... The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of oecers and

transport and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst, the cursed machine would have ground to a halt!" The passage ends with this

warning:  "If...if...We didn't love freedom enough. And even more – we had no awareness of the real situation.... We purely and

simply deserved everything that happened afterward.”
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Congrats on Tnally standing up to Dictator Dan! People blame what's happening Down Under on a lack of guns. But other countries

lack guns and aren't as bad off. Blame it on unquestioning compliance and all the neighborhood snitches. The police couldn't do

what they do without tips from the Nark next door.
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ellivoc
Joined On 6/22/2010 8:06:36 AM
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How many million have they got space for in prisons, if they don't pay the Tne?? Will they put 70 years old women in prison for not

paying?  That's me!!! Jennifer UK
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jamNjim
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I'll make this as polite as possible. Have pity for anyone stupid enough to try and put me in jail for not getting an mRNA jab.
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ellivoc That would be me too. I have known about the detention camps, here in the USA, that were built 20 years ago. Now, we

know why they were built.
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They think, people like Gates, that the world is overpopulated so they are saving the world by destroying 95% of humanity, so they aren't

villains, they're misunderstood heroes. Of course that's nonsense because the world is not overpopulated and that's a discredited theory,

but they can't give up the power this ideology gives them. Arendt said that once you indoctrinate people into an ideology this takes over

their minds and turns them into automatons where critical thinking is displaced by the dictates lof the "-ism" and all -isms are basically

dehumanizing. The Malthusian theory of hundreds of years ago has assumed a life of its own and cannot be completely extirpated,
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Gates also thinks he can get a greener planet by getting rid of carbon dioxide and blotting out the sun. Not just evil but crazy.
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That's not true. You can get someone to murder their mother if you can hypnotize them into a warped consciousness thinking their

mother is actually a terrorist that is about to kill them or blow up people. They can be convinced to conduct acts that would normally

violate their usual moral scruples. That's what was happening in the opening scenes of Manchurian Candidate.
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Joined On 4/27/2021 2:51:47 PM
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So a friend just sent me this video. I don’t even know what to say about what is going on behind our backs. I live close to one of the

closed Walmarts. Haven’t been there to prove it exists, but will likely get to conTrm it tomorrow. Please watch and tell me what you think.

It is frightening to say the least, if it is true. rumble.com/vpu4dl-walmart-fema-camps.html
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That said, you all may be interested to know that there are plenty vacant former K-Mart building around as well. I know of at least

two in NM, one in Deming and the other in Las Cruces. There may be many more???
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Joined On 1/13/2021 7:05:51 AM
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I read this morning that the Austrian president Schallenberg has just announced his resignation, 7 weeks after he became president.

(French website: resistance-mondiale.com/autriche-schallenberg-annonce-sa-demission )
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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RED ALERT FOR AMERICANS  While the very good news is that multiple court rulings have intercepted the "vaccine" mandates as

 unconstitutional, the bad news is that a new law has been passed to create funds for a) unconstitutional Federal database of YOUR

vaccination status (and probably other medical privacy invasions to come) b) to push vaccination on those not yet vaccinated.

 www.breitbart.com/politics/2021/12/01/exclusive-tool-to-enforce-orwell..   WHAT TO DO IF THE POLICE OR MEDICAL KIDNAPPERS

COME TO YOUR DOOR: www.aclu.org/.../stopped-by-police   ACLU: Your rights with the police (How to handle the situation if they are at

your door, arrested, or if queried by police, scroll down)  www.aclu.org/news/free-speech/know-your-rights-while-protesting-police..  

Protesting police brutality, your rights.
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It's all moot, as Biden will probably suspend our Constitutional rights in the name of a national emergency.
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM
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I will die on this hill.
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solitairecat, So will I. I fought and beat cancer. I will not bend a knee to a virus.  I will not pander to people's willful ignorance and

irrational fear by wearing a mask or receiving any COVID jab. I resolve to Tght to the death against anyone, civilian or government

employee, who tries to physically force me to comply with any mask/"vaccine" mandate, whether or not it is backed by law, or

constitutional amendment.  I resolve to take at least one of them down with me before they murder me in the name of

"enforcement". Afterward, they will have my corpse--but not my obedience.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM
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It's a war against healthiness, and also a war against cures. How can this happen? How did this happen?  We don't study healthiness.

Medicine is a powerful and lucrative Teld of study. Healthicine, the arts and sciences of health and healthiness, is not a word in any

dictionary. Our medical sciences create disease concepts and study diseases to death. At the same time, we have no science, no tools or

techniques to recognize a healthiness, much less to improve it.

Most dictionaries do not contain the word "healthiness". No medical dictionary deTnes it. In addition, most medical dictionaries do not

contain the word "cure." Cured is not medically deTned for most diseases - including COVID. To date, not a single person has been cured

of COVID. But, like "there is no cure for the common cold" most cases are cured by health and healthiness. Our current medical systems

have no "theory of cure" for a reason. Modern medicine has been captured by corporations who have politicized it to their Tnancial

beneTts. Cures are not proTtable. Diseases and pandemics can produce corporate proTts - and therefore must be maintained. Anyone

who dares to cure COVID must be eliminated. No cures can be allowed, so no cures can be proven. Healthiness is not medically deTned.

Healthy actions like walking outside in the fresh air and breathing freely, like socializing, like sharing food, like dancing and singing

together are becoming criminalized by a medical paradigm that does not recognize their value, cannot measure their effects. As we move

farther into the medical paradigm, farther away from healthiness, our medical systems creates and fosters disease, and disease variants,

but not healthiness, and not cures nor cured patients. The healthiest people, the unvaccinated, must be punished, must be locked down,

must be eliminated. Those less healthy, the vaccinated and the vaccine damaged - if not dead - have some passport freedoms.
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This has been going on since the days of Rockefeller (100 years ago) and his control over the medical establishment. That is one

of the reasons why my great grandfather sold his business and tried to get away from the whole Rockefeller establishment and

takeover in the 30's. He was well known, in his day, a Veterinarian, Pharmacist, and Chemist. He couldn't get far enough away and

none of his brothers, in the same Telds, were able to either. They all died under questionable circumstances.
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Soon the vaxxed will be sickly slaves who can't have children and die early. Choices have consequences as they love to remind us.
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.All governments are in this to their eyeballs..and if one 'binches' the entire house of cards  falls.........and If that happens. Which it

will....than they have a back-up called 5G.....or Directed energy weapons,,,and if you think the covid scam or the forced 'vaccine scam '

was bad.....just wait uptil you start living inside a MICROWAVE OVEN....and that is whats it gonna be...a pulsed frequency of 2.45

gigahertz,, pulsed  may times a minute ...boosting the effectiveness of the Microwave Pulse..your Trst effect  will be as if bugs are

crawling all over ya..next will be the feeling of being HOT....and eventually you will pass out...if your lucky..and if you don't passout cold

 you will get cramps as you internal organs start to break down and fail....in which you are actually being cooked alive..and after  minutes

or maybe longer you will die a agonizing death.......

and whats more....you will watch your entire family die........literally being cooked alive.... and this is a fact..oh you can scoff and ridicule

me..tell each other he is just an 'old nut case'  ...but when you have the thrill of being cooked alive in bed or as a student.....or driving  or

shopping..or as most, watching TV.  you will all go thru it.and whats really interesting , there is no way to stop this.....because  ArtiTcial

Intelligence  doesn't care about humans....AI see you as just a 'hindrance'....like ants....a mere nuisance.. 5G towers and all the mini 5G

units MUST be destroyed worldwide ASAP..... Its all written...all planned  and the only remaining sollution is to remove the 5G and AI...and

If that is done.....the Tnal straw will be  rain of smallpox and/or  Ricin>> www.youtube.com/watch
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why would one government binching bring the entire thing down? Couldn't the technocrats still build their dystopia everywhere

else?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/3/2021 2:27:39 PM
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rensmith......this is worldwide now...every country bows to the NOW gang......this has been planed for  decades ....>>>  

strangerinajewishworld.com/2021/09/24/the-covid-19-plandemic-2/  this is  a list of things you can read and watch..If  one

country allows Licence doctors to practice the actual prevention and cure of this covid scam  and it gets out PUBLICLY, the Game

is over..... the News medias  will never talk about this .... www.thetruthseeker.co.uk

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/3/2021 8:38:35 PM
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dealt7faux12
Joined On 5/15/2016 9:47:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can hear La Marseillaise growing louder.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/3/2021 4:42:55 AM
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Time to call up the 2nd Amendment Militia.  Oh, wait, you don't have necessary for the security of a free State or state.   Where is the NRA

(Nobody Reads Amendments) all these years to create one.  Don't they read the 2nd Amendment?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/3/2021 3:14:53 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I disagree with you whole heartedly. Yes the situation needs remedying but violence is not the way. As a matter of fact, it is the Trst

and best way to discredit a cause, and will only invite a sweep of militia and police to cause even more strangleholds on our

freedom. The best way to Tght back is class action lawsuits. Class action lawsuits are more powerful than solo, and are as

indicated now as they ever were before.....wow that's a wild understatement, considering the craze of locking up the well and sick

alike on a global scale.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/3/2021 4:58:18 AM
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Non-violence is not passive and in the long run is more powerful.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/3/2021 6:54:10 AM
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But at the end of the day, if all else fails and Biden suspends Constitutional law, then learn to defend yourself against ensuing

anarchy with the proper and safe use of a gun. Don't be like this morning's news report where Alec Baldwin is claiming "...I never

pulled the trigger..." (sorta sounds like Clinton, I never had  sex with...) I could POSSIBLY understand the trigger issue with a touchy

semi-auto handgun. But a manually operated,  hammer cocked, old west Colt type 1871 SAA revolver, hmm .....??? So take a good

VOLUNTARY (not guv mandated) all-around Trearms safety course if you're not familiar with guns.

news.yahoo.com/baldwin-denies-pulling-trigger-rust-200818658.html

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/3/2021 9:24:18 AM
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Having a 2nd Amendment Militia ready to be called is non-violence - like a guard.   Just knowing it exist will prevent many tyrants,

radicals, the left or deranged Democraps from ever trying something on we the people and now you know why they never created

one.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/3/2021 11:31:42 AM
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aminahyaquin
Joined On 10/24/2020 7:47:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It interests me that the USA CDC empowerment for quarantines is in 2017. There is a novel published by Jussi Adler Olsen in August

2018 that has NON-FICTION FACTUAL multi-page , clearly enumerated  excerpt of Homeland Security  executive overreach for

presidentially declared emergencies that is absolutely chilling. These were excerpted directly from the statutes and etal., and attributes

the entire extremist,  draconian and likely intentionally totalitarian measures to the Obama administration, when they were formulated.

 Reading today's imortant Mercola article i do wonder if this CDC enablement was an executive order, congressionally approved  or how

did CDC pull off  such a bureaucratic power grab? BTW The book itself is a contemporary novel with value to the readers who enthuse

about such books. But the appendix is a treasure and a RED ALERT .

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/3/2021 3:08:12 AM
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wrote the outline and 13 chapters of a book called "FEAR" in 2003, calling out Big Pharma, Big Government, Bilderberg et. al. I

was warned by a friend not to so pursue it. My daughter was then 7 years old. Go Tgure.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/3/2021 4:07:31 AM
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andiroadrunner
Joined On 1/24/2012 6:19:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

aminahyaquin; Thanks for the info. What is the title? I see she has several books, is the info from more than one of them?
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Inside Australia's Prison Camps www.youtube.com/watch
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's a good one. The world as a mental hospital. As a psychiatric survivor, I see the parallels. xoxooxox
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Moineau, I too survived psychiatry. I'm terriTed, but not of the stupid bu which i recovered from.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rensmith... There is a saying.  Those who enter the Teld of psychiatry do so to study their own problems. IMO, there are basically 2

reasons for disorders.  These include physiology and the physical terrain of the biome--and also a lack of distorted thinking which

may also be shaped by experiences and the environment.  First, any medical disorders and deTciencies or excesses and energetic

imbalances must be identiTed and addressed.  Thereafter, a large number of people (not all), would recover with rest in a tranquil

environment close to nature with a good diet, surrounded by kind people and time to think things through and consider options

with the help of supportive persons.  

I believe many of these disorders are simply due to depletion, esp. depression.  I think many standard therapies and drug regimens

only aggravate such conditions.  Diet and mind control play an increasing role in mental illness, as do drugs, both legal

(pharmaceuticals) and illegal.  Consider the science of the mind, body and emptions.  Certainly, you seek harmony between these.

 However, in modern societies, the often overlooked deTciency is the spiritual aspect.  This also needs to enter into the balance for

a wholesome human being. Just my rambling thoughts...
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DinaKostarelou
Joined On 12/3/2021 1:02:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In Greece, people over 60 are Tned with 100 euro every month we are staying unjabbed. But what  strikes me is that people stay in apathy

for what is going on before their eyes, I am 67 years old and keep writing in social about the real thing, but nobody seems to care, they act

like they are all hypnotized, which I think  is true, the only thing they are doing all day are looking in their phones and like pics but only

pics nothing else.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am so sorry for your dieculties. I am afraid that many people will wake up when it is too late for them and their descendants.

Stay strong and true. I applaud your integrity in the face of adversity. Love and Light.
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rich4of13yahoo.com
Joined On 8/20/2021 9:32:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All this “Varient” garbage is just made up crap to continue the restrictions and I think it’s just the Flu to which the testing will say positive

because it’s a Covid/SARS type. This lasts about as long as the “Flu” too, except if you’re vaccinated!! More herd control, not herd

immunity! What does the “True Science” say?
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